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ABSTRACT
Gas Phase Fragmentation Chemistry of Small Ions
(July 2019)

Maha Abutokaiakh
B.S., Chemistry, Tabuk University, Saudi Arabia
M.S., Chemistry, University of Missouri - St. Louis
Chair of Committee: Dr. Benjamin J. Bythell

The fragmentation chemistries of small ions are characterized in the gas-phase using mass
spectrometry. I utilized experimental data and computational methods to rationalize the
mechanisms of fragmentation. Density functional calculations of minima, transition states,
product ions, and neutrals were performed for most of the studied systems. These systems are
varied widely: Protonated peptides systems (Chapters 2 and 3), lithiated monosaccharides
(Chapters 4), and protonated imine, anthracene derivatives (Chapter 5). From the experimental
and theoretical data of protonated histidine-containing peptides (Chapters 2), we found that
altering the position of the histidine residue had a noticeable effect on the identity of b2 ion
structure and its subsequent reactivity. We provide a computational study of a series of analogous
protonated peptides containing proline or pipecolic acid (Chapters 3) characterizing and
explaining their distinctly different dissociation chemistry. We studied the fragmentation
chemistry of isomeric lithiated monosaccharide cations (glucose, mannose, and galactose) in
Chapter 4, characterizing the gas-phase chemistry of the alpha, beta, and ring-open forms. All
produce similar fragmentation pathways but to differing extents; water loss,
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compounds utilizing tandem mass spectrometry, deuterium labelling, and theoretical methods is
illustrated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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1.1 Overview of Research Goals
The research in my thesis is focused on tandem mass spectrometry coupled with
theoretical methods. I have studied the fragmentation chemistries of small ions in the gasphase. The thesis starts with a brief description of the background science underpinning
the primary experimental technique (mass spectrometry), the instrumentation utilized,
and the kinds of experiments which may be undertaken. I then provide similar, brief
background to the theoretical approaches I have utilized to help rationalize the
experimental data.
The second chapter of the thesis describes my initial work on tandem mass spectrometry
and computational modeling. This work addressed protonated, histidine containing
peptides and the diagnostic bn ions generated from them. The position, of the Histidine
residue was varied as was the leaving group-identity. Structurally diagnostic protonated
oxazolone and diketopiperazine b2 ion structures were formed either individually or as
mixtures dependent on the precursor ion primary structure.
The third chapter of the thesis is about the computational study for protonated peptides
containing the structural analogues pipecolic acid and proline, [AAXAo + H]+ peptides;
where X = P/Pip and o = 0, 1, 2, 3. The main focus is to determine why these analogous
amino acids produce radically differing sequence ions.
The forth chapter addresses a second analyte class, carbohydrates. I investigated the
structures and fragmentation chemistry of lithiated (not protonated) monosaccharide
cations using tandem mass spectrometry, isotopic labelling, and computational chemistry.
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The fifth chapters are crude oil-related. For this third class of analytes I have investigated
synthesized putative crude oil components. The fifth chapter addresses anthracenederivative model compounds where the R groups are systematically varied (size, and
linear vs. branched substituents). Tandem mass spectrometry, isotopically labeling, and
computational methods are applied to investigate the fragmentation chemistry of this
model.
The final Chapter (sixth) summarizes the central findings and themes of this thesis and
provides a brief perspective on future potential directions.
1.2 Mass Spectrometry
Mass spectrometry (MS) is an analytical technique used to measure the mass-tocharge (m/z) ratio of ions as a means of weighing molecules. All mass spectrometers
serve the purpose of creating ions, separating them according to their m/z, and then
detecting them. High vacuum is requirement for operation to enable precise control of ion
motion and limit losses to scattering and undesirable analyte fragmentation. There are
many types of mass spectrometer, which differ in the specifics of these 3 components
tailored to specific use (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1 General scheme of mass spectrometry components.
First, the ion source introduces the analyte into the instrument and creates gas-phase ions,
from analytes which initially are either in solution, gas, or the solid phase. Then, these
ions are accelerated and transferred through multiple vacuum stages to reach the mass
analyzer. The mass analyzer disperses the ions as a function of mass-to-charge ratio (m/z,
read “m-over-z) and then detected. The experiment work in this thesis are done using a
MaXis plus quadrupole time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer.
1.2.1 Ionization methods
Ionization method is the major step to identify the structures in mass spectrometry i.e., if
we cannot ionize the samples, we cannot detect them. The analytes introduced to MS in
form of solution or solid phase. They are classified in two categories based on the amount
of energy transferred to the analytes: Soft and hard. The earliest ionization methods such
as electron ionization caused substantial destruction to the analytes, hence a “hard
ionization method”. In contrast, electrospray (ESI) [1, 2] and atmospheric pressure photo
-ionization (APPI) [3] are soft methods because they cause minimal destruction of the
analytes.[1] Introduction of these soft ionization methods was a huge improvement in
mass spectrometry. ESI and APPI cause almost no destruction of the analyte which
greatly expanded the types of the molecules to more diverse and much higher molecular
weight molecules. They are many other types of ion sources; the discussion is limited to
the sources we have. There are two types; 1) atmospheric pressure photoionization
(APPI), and 2) electrospray (ESI). They will be explained in the next section.
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1.2.1.1 Electrospray (ESI)
ESI is a soft ionization method which means it does not break the analytes (Figure 1.2).
ESI was invented by John Fenn in 1980.[1] The distinguishable feature of ESI is creation
of multiply charged ions by protonation (or deprotonation) unlike other ion sources. ESI
is a mean of converting the liquid biological/industrial sample solution into gas-phase
ions. The analyte is dissolved in solvent which often contains the source of protons (E.g.,
low concentration acid). In addition, the solvent should be volatile. The dissolved sample
(the sample + solvent) is pumped through a capillary where high voltage 3-4 kV is
applied to the tip.

Figure 1.2 Schematic of Bruker MaXis plus electrospray source
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This high voltage helps to create strong electric field that aids the solution to merge from
the tip as high charged aerosol droplet. Heated nebulizing gas (N 2) is also used to push
the analyte outside the capillary to the ionization chamber and accelerate evaporation of
the solvent molecules. These droplets leave the tip after forming a Tayler cone. As the
charged droplet spray, heated dry nitrogen gas is applied which helps evaporate the
solvent. This reduces the size of the droplets, which create charges repulsion since they
have the same charges until the degree of charge-repulsion greater than the surface
tension (Reylaigh limit) at which point the droplet explodes to smaller ones. This process
is repeated until the solvent is completely evaporated. ESI is most effective for polar of
partially polar molecules so is amenable to many biological and industrial analyses.
1.2.1.2 Atmospheric Pressure Photo Ionization (APPI)
APPI is utilized to ionize less polar compounds which cannot be done by ESI efficiently.
In this method, the ion source uses a discharge lamp that generates photons to ionize the
analytes. The analytes absorb the photon energy if the ionization energy of the
compounds is less than the energy of photons. [3]
M + hv M+• + eIn addition, photon energy should be higher than ionization energy of the air such as N2
and O2 as well as solvents since the ionization occurs at atmospheric pressure. The most
common types of the discharged lamp are krypton (10eV), argon (11.2 eV) and xenon
(8.4 eV). [3] In our case, we used krypton lamp with 10 eV and it is most used one since
it can the fit the criteria of ionization process. The ionization efficiency of direct emission
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of photon to ionized compounds is low since the energy of photons will be lost
(quenched) quickly. [4] Thus, adding a substance to the analytes and solvent that can help
increasing the ionization efficiency of the approach. This dopant molecule (D) acts as a
mediator between the photons and analytes by transfer energy to the analytes. Thus, the
ionization energy of dopant should be lower than the photon energy. The most common
dopant is used are methanol, toluene and acetonitrile. The overall processes can be highly
complex, the simplest general case is (M = analyte molecule):
D + hv  D+•
D+• + M  D + M+•
The major outcome of the atmospheric pressure photoionization ion source is radical
species [M+•]. However, it was found that there are protonated species [M+H] + occurs
with radical ones if the analyte is sufficiently polar to be protonated or accept an H •. The
source of the H+/H• is the surrounding solvent species, plus the heat and photons in the
source. The complex combination of ion-molecule collisions between these thermally
excited species results in the overall ionization process.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of an atmospheric pressure photo ionization (APPI) source
1.2.2 MaXis Quadrupole-TOF- MS Instrument
Figure 1.4 shows schematic of the MaXis plus quadrupole time-of-flight (TOF) mass
spectrometer used in this thesis. Following ion formation (Figure 1.4a), the created ions
are pulled through the capillary by the electric field to complete desolvation, then focused
through successively lower pressure stages; ion funnel, hexapole, quadrupole, the
enclosed hexapole collision cell, and then mass analyzer (Figure 1.4b and c). The
multiple focusing funnel ensure most of the ions are collected and transferred to the
hexapole at the start of the instrument (but not neutrals), then mass analyzer.
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Figure 1.4. Schematic of the MaXis plus quadrupole TOF-MS spectrometer.
1.2.2.1 Linear Quadrupole and Collision Induced Dissociation (CID)
Isolation of a desired m/z takes place in quadrupole (Figure 1.5 and 1.4 b3). It is
constructed of four rods that mounted in the yx plane. [5] Two pair of the rods carries
similar potential AC and DC current; one rode has + (U + V cosωt) potential and other
one has – (U + V cosωt) potential. The ions pass thorough the z direction and can be
trapped (plates at each end with DC voltages applied; effectively doors). The combined
voltages (AC and DC) are applied to the rods effect on ion trajectories making the
desirable m/z ions trajectories stable (other m/z ions are ejected; so splat into the rods).
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Figure 1.5 General scheme of a linear quadrupole
Then, tandem MS (MS/MS or MSn) can be performed on selected ions. In this way, the
isolated ions can then be fragmented in the collision cell (Figure 1.4 b4). This process
occurs by colliding the ions with neutral gas such as nitrogen or helium or argon gas
(collision-induced-dissociation, CID). The gas in introduced through needle valve to the
collision cell. The more aggressively this is done, the higher the degree of fragmentation.
i.e., faster relative ion speeds result in more energetic collisions so more energy transfer
per collision and thus greater fragmentation. Our instrument conditions are such that the
analytes experience multiple collisions in each CID experiment.
1.2.2.2 Time-of-Flight (TOF) mass analyzer
The first constructed mass analyzer was done in 1946 by W.E. Stephens [6] and
then developed by [7, 8]. The principal of the TOF is different m/z with same the kinetic
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energy disperses in a field free region of known length (L). [9, 10] The time (t) it takes
these ions to travel through drift tube is measured. Thus, the lower m/z ions will travel
more quickly, so reaches the detector sooner than heavier m/z ions. Recording these
events as a function of time creates a mass spectrum (plot of m/z versus abundance).
When created ions from the ion source have different position and a small distribution of
kinetic energy. TOF minimizes this distribution by providing a much larger amount of
kinetic energy in the orthogonal acceleration process.
t = (m/2qV)1/2L
where m = mass (kg), q =charge, V = accelerating voltage.
The main parts of TOF mass analyzer are orthogonal accelerator, reflectron, and detector
(Figure 1.4c 1-3). The threshold of TOF is orthogonal accelerator (pulser). It is consisted
of array of electrodes where there a hole in their center except for the base electrode. The
main role of pulser is helping the ions to be accelerated to a direction perpendicular to
their initial ion path. There are two main stages of this process; 1) injection and 2)
extraction phase. The injection phase is to transfer ions from the collision cell to pulser
and that is done by the focusing ions and reducing their motion at the cooling cell. Then
extraction phase is done at pulser. The injected ions enter the pulser, it will be repelled by
the base electrode and then accelerated by the other electrodes. The voltage applied to the
electrodes is uniform. The ions are accelerated at the same time, space and kinetic energy
(keV). Since all ions with different, m/z got the same energy, the lighter m/z ions will be
faster than the heavier one then, ions will have reflected and focused to the detector by
reflectron.
11

Reflectron (or mirror ion) is developed by Mamyrin. [11] Reflectron is basically
containing series of ring electrodes that are evenly distributed and connected to electric
field (Figure 1.4c2). It corrects for the kinetic energy distribution for the ions with same
m/z to ensure that they are arrived at the same time to the detector. For a given m/z, the
ions with greatest kinetic energy penetrate deeper into the reflectron and thus spend a
longer time in the reflectron than those ions with slightly lower energy. On exiting the
ions have the same energy they had when they entered the reflectron. In this way, the
kinetic energy will be corrected for the ions with same m/z and the resolution of the time
of the flight increases. The position of the detector is strategically located so that drift
length L is exactly equal to 4d where d is the average depth of penetration of the specific
m/z ions into the reflectron. i.e., for a given m/z ions with the greatest and least energy
(last out of the reflectron and first of the reflectron) arrive at the detector simultaneously.
This provides high resolution and high mass accuracy as the timing electronics is
extremely precise.
t = (m/2qV)1/2 [L+4d]
1.3 Computational Chemistry and Modeling
Computational chemistry is utilized to help elucidate the important gas-phase ion
structures and fragmentation chemistry of the analyte ions.
1.3.1 The Potential Energy Surface
A key concept in computational chemistry approaches is the potential energy surface
(PES), which is based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation which allows separation
12

of nuclei and electron motion since nuclei are much heavier than electrons. [12] Thus,
PES is calculated based on the movement of electrons relative to the nuclei. E=f (q 1, q2,
qi), f is function that describe how energy varies with nuclei position. PES represents the
energy of a system at different configuration from reactants going through a transition
state to products.

Figure 1.6 an example potential energy surface (PES)
1.3.2 Transition Sates and Minima
The main points of the potential energy surface are minima and saddle points which
characterize the transition states. It is derived with respect to R (the bond between 2
atoms). Minima and transition states on the PES are represent by
𝑑𝐸
=0
𝑑𝑅
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The main difference between them is the second derivatives; the force constant of
minima is:
𝑑2 𝐸
>0
𝑑2𝑅
Whereas transition state force constant is positive for all their reaction coordinate except
for the bond which is broken/or formed which is negative (imaginary, as the force
constant is that of a spring which breaks) eigenvector i.e.,
𝑑2 𝐸
<0
𝑑2𝑅
The lowest energy minimum structure on the whole PES is called the global minimum
(GM) and every energy value is listed relative to this value for convenience. In order to
increase the accuracy on the PES, the energy of the minima and transition state are zeropoint energy corrected. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) is a calculation method
designed to specifically identify the minima (product and reactant) connected to
transition state.[13–15]
1.3.3 The model chemistry: Density Functional Theory
We primarily use density functional theory due to it being massively more time-efficient
and of similar accuracy to practical ab initio methods. The original theorems state that:
“The ground state properties of a system depend on their electron density and the
corrected ground state of is a system is the one that minimize the total energy through
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functional.” i.e., if you get the correct 3-dimensional electron density of a systems
coordinates, you should also have the lowest energy structure.
1.3.4 Basis Sets
A set of mathematical functions used to describe the molecular orbitals of
analytes. These functions describe the electron distribution around a nucleus for each
atom to form atomic orbitals. Gaussian type orbitals are utilized by most of the modern
computational chemistry because they are easy to integrate which make the calculations
faster. Example of these basis set are 6-31G; 6 defined as the (6) primitive Gaussian
functions to describe inner atomic orbitals, where the (31) functions are considered two
separated functions to describe the valence orbitals, 3 primitive functions and 1 is more
diffuse functions. These functions will form linear combination of atomic orbitals which
are combined to form molecular orbitals. Another component is added to the basis set for
better description of orbitals; polarization function and diffusion function. Polarization
function is to minimize electron repulsion. Diffusion functions is better description of
electrons further away from the nucleus and it donated by (+).
1.4 Mass Spectrometry of protonated peptides
My thesis covers multiple classes of analyte molecule. First, I will discuss peptide briefly.
1.4.1 Peptides and amino acids
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The first part of the thesis is peptides related. Peptides are biological polymers
composed of amino acid residues (monomers). Each monomer links to the next by an
amide bond.

Figure 1.7 an example of a generic peptide. The identity of the R-group defines the
specific monomer in each case.
In proteomics, prior to mass spectrometry protein identification was done by methods
such as two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. [16] Mass spectrometry overpassed other
methods due to the high sensitivity, fast peptide and protein sequencing, and
identification of post translational modification. [17] The typical technique of protein
sequencing is done by digesting the protein enzymatically (e.g., trypsin) to systematically
cleave the protein at specific sites resulting in shorter, peptide sequences. These are then
separated using chromatography and fragmented in tandem mass spectrometry to enable
identification of the animo acid sequence in each case.
1.4.2 Peptide Sequencing with Mass Spectrometry
For determining the amino acid sequence of peptides is usually achieved by fragmenting
them into sequence diagnostic pieces. The most common method is collision-induced-
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dissociation (CID). It is also known as collision-activated-dissociation (CAD). The
protonated peptides are isolated in the gas phase and then activated by colliding with inert
gas (N2), dissociated and then detected. This approach is called tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS) where an ion of particular mass to charge (m/z) is selected, then
activated, fragmented, and eventually the remaining precursor ion and any charged
fragments are detected.
1.4.3 Peptides Fragmentation Nomenclature
Fragments results from the peptide backbones have certain nomenclature to facilitate
protein sequencing. This nomenclature is developed by Roepstorff [18] and modified by
Biemann. [19]

Figure 1.8 Nomenclature of peptide fragmentation illustrated for the peptide in this thesis
[18–20]
N-terminal charged fragments are called a, b, or c ions, while the C-terminal ions are
labelled x, y, or z (Figure 1.6). Protonated peptides primarily fragment at the amide bonds
producing series of bn and ym sequence ions. The m/z differences consecutive sequence
ions provide the sequence information. E.g., y4-y3 = 71 g/mol which corresponds to
alanine.
17

1.4.4 Peptide Fragmentation Model: The Mobile Proton Model
This model explains how the peptide fragments at the gas phase. [21, 22] One
requirement to get diagnostic fragments is cleavage of peptide to meaningful fragments.
The lowest energy sites of protonation are not necessarily reactive (labile). In contrast,
protonation of amide nitrogen sites weakens the amide bonds and enables this bond to be
broken. However, population of nitrogen protnation sites requires more energy compared
to N-terminal, oxygen amide bond, and basic resides. Thus, mobilizing one or more
protons away from the initially populated conformer to amide nitrogen sites. The energy
to transfer this proton is a function of peptides composition and charge state. For
example, if the peptide lacks basic residues (histidine, lysine, and arginine) proton
mobilization is comparatively facile.
1.5 Mass Spectrometry and Petroleomics
Petroleum crude oil is highly complex structurally, containing thousands of different
elemental compositions which make it difficult to characterize (Figure 1.9). [23–29] The
complexity of oil is related to its structure. It is constituted of multiple fractions with
overlapping high molecular weight distribution including polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons and asphaltenes. In addition, it includes heteroatom atoms such as (sulfur,
nitrogen, and oxygen). Different components of crude oil can have either single aromatic
or multiple aromatic cores. Mass spectrometry is utilized in is the study of crude and
processed oils, and this field is termed “Petroleomics”.
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Ultra-high-resolution mass spectrometry provides a lot of information about the
elemental composition distributions of crudes enabling for example, crude oil from the
Deep Horizon oil well in the Gulf of Mexico to be distinguished from other Gulf of
Mexico wells, Canadian tar sands oils, or Saudi Arabian, or Russian crude oil. The ability
to distinguish oils alone provides limited information on the specific components that
make up these mixtures. Structure specific evidence contains the most valuable
information enabling understanding of chemical properties, refining approach, storage
and handling process.
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Figure 1.9 Example illustrating the complexity of crude oil with temperature cut (i.e.,
already simplified) Athabasca Bitumen sample. ~17,000 distinct elemental compositions
at minimum signal to noise of 6.

1.5.1 Tandem Mass spectrometry and Petroleomics
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Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is a common method for structural characterization
of ions [30]. There are some hurdles that have limited its usage for oil mixtures. Applying
the traditional way of isolating a m/z precursor ion with isolation window of (1 or 2 u) in
principal should generate only one peak of desired m/z with one elemental composition.
However, for crude oi samples, it results in multiple elemental compositions for one m/z.
Figure 1.10 shows isolation of a nominal mass (m/z 525) with 0.5 window produce
multiple peaks representing distinct elemental compositions. Each one of these peaks can
be comprised of multiple isomers. In addition, upon activation these ions will each
produce fragments that then need to be reconciled with particular precursor ions.

Figure 1.10 MS2 of nominal m/z 525 with isolation window of 0.5 illustrating multiple
peaks representing different elemental composition.

1.5.2 Petroleum crude oil Modeling
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A gap in petroleomics is the lack of theoretical modeling of compounds and their
distributions. These models can be generating theoretical spectrum, which can be
compared to experimental data to improve fundamental understanding of the crude oil
components. That could be done by building a library of putative synthesized
compounds. These model compounds are based on the building blocks of crude oils
which constituents of sub-classified molecules based on functional groups and degree of
conjugation. One of these models related to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) and
their more polar derivatives (C cHhNn). The polar derivatives contain one or more
heteroatoms such as nitrogen and oxygen that expands the ionization methods not only
for the APPI, but also to ESI. The model compounds are varied systematically: isomeric
series of analytes with differing arrangements of functional groups. Example compound
models are shown in (Figure 1.11). We systematically alter the R groups and follow the
energy-resolved fragmentation experimentally and theoretically.
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Figure 1.11 Example putative synthesized compounds (not exhaustive) for elemental
composition (CcHhN1)

For the CcHhN1 model compounds studied are anthracene and acridine derivatives (R =
imines, primary, second and tertiary amines). In addition, we have varied the substitute
groups from the alkyl chain and aromatic rings. The alkyl ring substitutes comprising
linear, branched and cyclic isomeric congeners. The aromatic substituents are built from
benzyl and phenyl groups with successively more complex derivatization thereby
enabling testing of structural hypotheses.
1.5.3 Density functional theory and Model compounds
Along with the experimental data, performing density functional calculations on
the proposed analytes to locate minima, transition state and separated products. The
calculations provide information on how the ions are fragmented in the gas phase (major
pathways). Our hypothesis being that an increased understanding of the fragmentation
chemistries involved will lead to increasingly effective precursor ion identifications and
improved decision making as a result.
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2.1 Abstract
A detailed energy-resolved study of the fragmentation reactions of protonated histidinecontaining peptides and their b2 ions has been undertaken. Density functional theory
calculations were utilized to predict how the fragmentation reactions occur so that we
might discern why the mass spectra demonstrated particular energy dependencies. We
compare our results to the current literature and to synthetic b2 ion standards. We show
that the position of the His residue does affect the identity of the subsequent b 2 ion
(diketopiperazine versus oxazolone versus lactam) and that energy-resolved CID can
distinguish these isomeric products based on their fragmentation energetics. The histidine
side chain facilitates every major transformation except trans-cis isomerization of the first
amide bond, a necessary prerequisite to diketopiperazine b2 ion formation. Despite this
lack of catalyzation, trans-cis isomerization is predicted to be facile. Concomitantly, the
subsequent amide bond cleavage reaction is rate-limiting.
2.2 Introduction
Collision-induced dissociation (CID) of protonated or multiply protonated
peptides frequently is used to provide sequence information [1, 2, 3]. In favorable cases,
fragmentation occurs chiefly by cleavage of the various amide bonds [4] to give a series
of bn and ym ions [5, 6] representing, respectively, the N-terminal and C-terminal
fragment ions. Thus, cleavage of an amide bond potentially produces a bn ion, a ym ion,
or both (for a peptide of n + m residues long) depending on the particular gas-phase
chemistries in play. Usually it is these series of bn and ym ions (for a peptide of n + m
residues long) that provide the most significant sequence information. However, if these
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series of fragment ions are incomplete or ambiguous, difficulties may arise in
determining the amino acid sequence of the peptide. Consequently, there has been
considerable activity in exploring the factors that influence the fragmentation reactions
observed, including the structures of the fragment ions formed. Both the reactions
observed and the fragment ion structures are expected to be influenced by the amino acid
residues in the peptide and the sequence of these residues [4] as this alters the gas-phase
structures that are populated at a given level of activation.
It has been established [7, 8] that ym ions are protonated amino acids (y1) or protonated
truncated peptides (ym), although the prediction as to which ym ions will be observed is
not straightforward. Initially it was proposed [5, 6] that bn ions were substituted acylium
ions. However, a number of studies [9, 10, 11] have shown that simple b1 ions (αaminoacylium ions) are unstable and exothermically eliminate CO to form the
appropriate iminium ion. Consequently, b1 ions are rarely observed unless some
additional means of stabilization is present [11]. Larger bn (n ≥ 2) ions are extensively
observed in protonated peptide CID mass spectra. This observation suggests that some
interaction within the larger bn ions has occurred to stabilize the ion, an obvious
possibility being cyclization to form a structure distinct from the acylium ion structure.
To take a generic b2 ion as an example, there are two possible cyclization reactions,
Scheme 2.1. The first involves cyclization by nucleophilic attack by the adjacent carbonyl
group as the amide bond cleaves, resulting in formation of a cyclic protonated oxazolone
as shown in Scheme 2.1b. Extensive tandem MS studies, H/D exchange studies, and
theoretical studies of small simple bn ions [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] have
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provided strong evidence for the oxazolone structure, which has also been supported by a
number of infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) studies [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] of
smaller bn ions. An alternative cyclization involves nucleophilic attack of the N-terminal
amine group on the carbonyl function as the amide bond is breaking as illustrated in
Scheme 2.1c. For the b2 case, this results in formation of a protonated diketopiperazine
(cyclic dipeptide). Suhai and Paizs [4] have pointed out that for the b2 case, such a
cyclization involves a trans-cis isomerization of the amide bond, which is not being
broken, an isomerization which has a significant energy barrier. However, there are a
number of cases where protonated diketopiperazine formation appears to have been
observed for b2 ions. In early work, O’Hair and co-workers [27] observed that the HisGly and GlyHis b2 ions gave CID product ion mass spectra identical to that of protonated
cyclo-(GlyHis) indicating formation of the protonated diketopiperazine structure
(Scheme 1c) for the GlyHis and HisGly b2 ions. Recent nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) data on samples collected from MS/MS of [GlyHisGly + H] + also support the
diketopiperazine assignment, although with the caveat that oxazolone structures are
discriminated against with this method as it requires re-dissolving the products prior to
purification and NMR analysis [28]. Calculations predict that the diketopiperazine
structure with the proton on the imidazole side chain was the most stable species. More
recently, Wysocki and co-workers [29, 30] have reported that the His-Ala b2 ion is a
mixture of diketopiperazine and oxazolone structures under their experimental
conditions. It appears that the His residue catalyzes the trans-cis isomerization, which is
necessary prior to diketopiperazine formation. A study [30] of analogues of His showed
that the location and accessibility of the histidine π-nitrogen or an amine nitrogen on an
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aliphatic side chain were necessary for this isomerization to occur. Wysocki and coworkers [31] also have reported that the His-Pro b2 ion likewise has a diketopiperazine
structure. This unusual behavior by histidine-containing peptides was also identified in
statistical comparisons of doubly protonated peptide spectra performed in the Zubarev
group [32]. Histidine in position 2 had the greatest influence of those residues examined
on whether Class I or Class II spectra were observed. On this basis, Zubarev et al. [32]
hypothesized that doubly protonated peptides with histidine as the second residue in the
sequence would produce Class I spectra that contained protonated diketopiperazine rather
than protonated oxazolone b2 ion structures. Based on IRMPD studies, Polfer and coworkers [33] have reported that the b2 ion derived by water loss from protonated GlyArgOH has a diketopiperazine structure whereas that derived from protonated H-ArgGly-OH
is a mixture of diketopiperazine and oxazolone structures. Presumably, the difficulty in
proton mobilization here [4, 34, 35, 36] enables the trans-cis isomerization reaction to
occur, making the diketopiperazine competitive. A third possibility exists for peptides
with histidine or other potentially nucleophilic side chain in position 2 (Scheme 1.2d). If
the nucleophilic attack on the second amide carbonyl carbon occurs from an imidazole
nitrogen of the histidine side chain, a lactam structure will be formed. To complicate
matters even further, isomerization of the putative oxazolone product b2 ion structure to
this lactam is also potentially possible [37].
In the present work, we initially studied the fragmentation reactions of protonated
PheHis-OMe and HisPhe-NH2 and their b2 ions. The reasons for this are: (1) these
systems offer a simplified model for investigating proton mobility in doubly protonated
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peptides with C-terminal proton sequestration, (2) the ongoing debate on b2 ion structure,
and (3) interest in the practical details of how the fragmentation mechanisms of these
reactions practically occur. We have studied the fragmentation reactions of protonated
cyclo-(HisPhe),

the

synthetic

equivalent

of

gas-phase

generated

protonated

diketopiperazine, and its product ions. In addition, following initial review, we expanded
the work to include the related sequences PheHis-NH2, HisPhe-OMe, PheHisAla, and
HisPheAla. This enabled a more thorough comparison of the effect of leaving group on
the resulting product ion distributions by providing a short series of systematically
increasing gas-phase basicity (methanol < ammonia < alanine).
2.3 Experimental
Experimental work was carried out using an electrospray/quadrupole/time-offlight (QqToF) mass spectrometer (QStarXL; SCIEX, Concord, Canada) and a Bruker
MaXis plus (Billerica, MA, USA) quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The
product ion mass spectra for [M + H]+ ions were obtained by mass-selecting the
appropriate ion with the quadrupole CID in the collision cell followed by product
analysis by the ToF analyser. Data were collected as a function of collision energy. The
studies of the fragment ions involved quasi-MS3 experiments. In this approach, CID in
the interface region (QStarXL) or between the two ion funnels (MaXis plus) produced
fragment ions with those of interest being selected by the quadrupole mass analyzer for
CID and mass analysis in the usual fashion. Breakdown graphs expressing the relative
fragment ion signals as a function of collision energy were obtained for all species
studied.
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Ionization was by electrospray (ESI) with the sample at micromolar concentrations in 1:1
CH3OH:1% aqueous formic acid introduced into the source at a flow rate of 10 ųL.min –1
(QStarXL). For the MaXis plus experiments, micromolar acetonitrile/water/formic acid
(50/50/0.1%) solutions were utilized at a flow rate of 3 ųL.min –1. Nitrogen was used as
nebulizing, drying gas, and as collision gas in both instruments. Energy-resolved
breakdown curves for the various analytes were found to be very similar between the two
instruments for the same laboratory collision energies. The compounds cyclo-(His-Phe),
PheHis-OMe, and HisPhe-NH2 were obtained from Bachem Biosciences (King of
Prussia, PA, USA). HisPhe-OMe, PheHis-NH2, HisPheAla, and PheHisAla were
obtained from GenSript (Piscataway, NJ, USA). All peptides were used as received.
2.4 Theoretical Methods
Standard density functional theory calculations B3LYP [38, 39, 40] and M06-2X
[41, 42] with the 6-31+g(d,p) basis set were performed with the Gaussian’09 [43] suite of
programs. Minima were characterized by harmonic frequency calculations to identify
local energy minima (all real frequencies) and transition structures (one imaginary
frequency). Multiple transition structures (TSs) were investigated for each reaction.
Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations were run for all barriers to determine
which minima the TSs connected and thus define the detailed reaction pathway. These
consisted of up to 18 steps in each direction along the reaction coordinate. The final
structures on both the product and reactant sides of the IRC were then optimized with
small incremental steps to identify the connecting minima with confidence.
2.5 Results and Discussion
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2.5.1 Histidine-Containing Protonated Dipeptide Fragmentation Chemistry
Fragmentation of protonated Phe-His-OMe produces substantial b2 and y1 ions followed
by His immonium (m/z 110) and a1 ions. The a1-y1 products become increasingly
competitive at higher collision energies consistent with this being an entropically
favorable process (loose TS, generation of three gaseous species from the molecular ion
rather than two for the other reactions). This is generally consistent with the computed TS
energies at both levels of theory [Table 2.1 for M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) and Table S2.1 for
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)] with the B3LYP modeling making the relative thresholds more
similar than M06-2X. Which of the multiple b2 ion-forming pathways is most likely
based on these calculations?
Our calculations show the M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) barriers to ester, C(O)–O, bond cleavage
to generate protontated oxazolone and diketopiperazine b2 ion structures as 160 and
141 kJ mol–1, respectively, whereas the B3LYP barriers are essentially identical (162 and
158 kJ mol–1). The C(O)–O bond cleavage barrier is rate-limiting for the protonated
diketopiperazine M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) potential energy surface; trans-cis isomerization
requires at least 128.5 kJ mol–1 to generate the cis conformers necessary for the
subsequent reaction. This scenario agrees with the predictions of Paizs and Suhai [44] in
that amide isomerization reaction may be quite demanding. Practically, catalyzation of
the trans-cis isomerization by the histidine side chain does not appear to be a prerequisite
for isomerization as we located multiple amide bond rotational pathways that achieved
this with the histidine side chain H-bonded elsewhere (Figure 2.1a, Scheme S2.2). The
subsequent methanol loss reaction occurs in a concerted manner consistent with the
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unstable nature of the ester oxygen as a protonation site (O3 in Table 2.1); proton transfer
from the histidine side chain to the C-terminal ester oxygen and cleavage of the carbonyl
carbon to ester oxygen bond occur consecutively in a single complex motion. The TS is
displayed in Figure 2.1b. The analogous oxazolone-forming pathway also involves the
concerted proton transfer and carbonyl carbon to ester oxygen bond cleavage (Figure
2.1c, Scheme S2.1). In contrast, neither means of formation of the lactam b2 ion structure
(Scheme S2.3) is predicted to be energetically competitive with protonated oxazolone or
diketopiperazine-forming reactions by either level of theory (Table 2.1, Table S2.1).
Consequently, the protonated diketopiperazine structure is predicted to be the
predominant b2 ion structure formed.
Upon collisional activation, the protonated peptide with the reversed amino acid
sequence, [His-Phe-NH2 + H]+, initially produced b2 ions followed by abundant a2 and a1
ions. At higher collision energies, these ions began to fragment, leading to the a 2-CONH3 fragment at m/z 212 (Figure S2.1). A low abundance peak at m/z 138 corresponding
to a b1 ion is also observed fleetingly at intermediate collision energies (dark blue line,
Figure S2.1). The calculated energetics of the [His-Phe-NH2 + H]+ minima and fragment
ion-producing reactions are summarized in Table 2 for M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) and Table
S2 for B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p). The obvious outlier in viewing the calculated barriers in
light of the experimental data is that of the transition structure to b1 ion production
(Figure 2.2a, Scheme S2.4), which appears to be inconsistent with our experimental
findings as it is lower than the lowest energy b2-NH3 TS. This contradiction is resolved
by examining the energies of the separated products (Scheme S2.4, Table 2.2), which
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clearly show that the b1-y1 reaction is product-limited and substantially more
energetically demanding (ΔE

el + ZPE

= 207.3 kJ

mol– 1) than any of the b2-NH3

pathways.
For the experimentally predominant b2 ion product, our calculations predict trans-cis
isomerization to be facile as it requires over 30 kJ mol–1 less than either protontated
oxazolone or diketopiperazine b2 ion formation (Table 2.2, Figure 2.2, Schemes S2.5 and
S2.6). Consequently, the amide bond cleavage is predicted to be the rate-determining step
in b2 ion formation for [HisPhe-NH2 + H]+. Despite this, the diketopiperazine b2 ion
formation TS barrier is much higher than the oxazolone pathway at both levels of theory.
Thus an oxazolone b2 ion is predicted to result from [HisPhe-NH2 + H]+ fragmentation
(Figure 2.2b). We utilize pseudo-MS3 fragmentation of the b2 ion peak in each system to
test the predicted fragmentation chemistry. Protonated synthetic cyclo-(HisPhe) was also
examined for comparison.
2.5.2 Analysis of b2 Ion and Protonated Cyclo-(HisPhe) Fragmentation
The fragmentation reactions of protonated cyclo-(HisPhe) and the b2 ions (m/z 285)
derived from Phe-His-OMe and His-Phe-NH2 have been studied in detail. In addition, the
fragmentation reactions of the [M + H – CO]+ ion derived from cyclo-(HisPhe) and the a2
ions derived from protonated PheHis-OMe, HisPhe-NH2 have also been studied in detail.
The results for the protonated diketopiperazine cyclo-(HisPhe) are discussed in
comparison with the detailed experimental and computational studies published
concurrently by Armentrout and Clarke [45], Siu and co-workers [46], and Bythell et al.
[47]. Energy-resolved fragmentation of b2 ions has been shown as a means of
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distinguishing oxazolone from diketopiperazine structures based on the substantially
higher barriers to fragmentation present for the protonated diketopiperazine structure and
the resulting product ion distributions this provides [45, 47]. On this basis, it should be
possible to tell the structures apart in the present case, provided that the presence of the
basic histidine residue does not obscure differences in structure.
Figure 2.3 presents the breakdown graphs obtained on the Bruker MaXis instrument for
the b2 ions generated with the original sequences PheHis-OMe (top panel) and HisPheNH2 (middle panel), as well as protonated cyclo-(HisPhe) (bottom panel). Similar
differences are observed in the breakdown graphs obtained with the QStarXL over a
wider collision energy range as shown in Figures S2.8–S2.10 of the Supporting
Information. What is immediately clear is that there are differences between the b2 ions
with the original sequences PheHis (top panel) and HisPhe (middle panel). The latter
requires far less energy to fragment than the former and produces abundant a2 and a1 ions
as well as the phenylalanine immonium ion with initial onset of fragmentation being
~5 eV laboratory collision energy. Furthermore, the spectrum generated from the b2 ion
produced from the protonated PheHis-OMe is very similar to that of protonated cyclo(HisPhe). This provides strong evidence that the major structure of the b2 ions derived
from protonated PheHis-OMe is a protonated diketopiperazine and, thus, the alternate
sequence-generated, HisPhe, b2 ion structure is predominantly protonated oxazolone. Our
calculations strongly support the alternate sequence-generated, HisPhe, b2 ion being an
oxazolone structure too; the energy threshold is more than 20 kJ mol–1 lower for the
oxazolone pathway (and this pathway being relatively entropically favorable too, Table
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2.2, Table S2.2). We cannot entirely rule out the possibility that there is a small
contribution from an oxazolone structure in the population of b2 ions generated from
protonated PheHis-OMe, but this would likely be very minor based on the experimental
results. This is reasonably consistent with our M06-2X findings, which place the
protonated diketopiperazine threshold energy ~6 kJ mol–1 lower. The only caveat is why
the difference is not larger. At very high ion ‘temperature’, the diketopiperazine b 2MeOH TS becomes more energetically demanding because of the highly unfavorable
relative entropy of the diketopiperazine b2-MeOH transition structure (–44.4 J mol–1).
Consequently, the oxazolone b2-MeOH TS, which is less entropically hindered, is likely
to become more competitive at higher ion temperature, assuming any precursor is still
present.
We then calculated the barriers to carbon monoxide loss from the various protonated
diketopiperazine and oxazolone forms to determine if this initial fragmentation reaction
provided evidence for/against our structural assignments. Decarbonylation of the putative
PheHis sequence b2 oxazolone can occur either directly or following isomerization to the
lactam structure. The indirect pathway (Scheme 2.2a) requires less energy to initiate.
Isomerization of the b2 oxazolone to form the lactam is facile as it requires only 39.0 kJ
mol–1 to initiate (Figure 2.4a). Subsequent expulsion of the CO from the lactam then
requires at least 128.7 kJ mol–1 (Figure 2.4b). We found that the HisPhe sequence b2
oxazolone has a relatively low energy TS (Figure 2.4c) corresponding to direct
decarbonylation of the protonated oxazolone structure. This requires at least 132.9 kJ
mol–1 [ΔE

el + ZPE,

M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p)] to access (Scheme 2.2b). For comparison, we
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also calculated the barrier to the b2 → a1 reaction, which we recently studied for a series
of oxazolone b2 ions [48]. This reaction requires substantially more energy, ΔE
192.3 kJ

el + ZPE

=

mol– 1. How do these relatively low barriers compare with fragmentation

reactions of [cyclo-(HisPhe) + H]+, the protonated diketopiperazine Decarbonylation of
the protonated diketopiperazine b2 ion is far more energetically demanding than any of
these processes. The lowest energy pathway to fragmentation of this structure has a lot in
common with the b2-X fragmentation pathways of the precursor ions (X=NH3 or MeOH).
The fragmentation again follows a complicated, concerted mechanism relying on local
proton mobility (Scheme 2.2c). It begins from a low energy His ring-protonated
conformer with charge-solvation provided by the adjacent His carbonyl oxygen and
additional hydrogen bonding between the phenylaniline ring and its amide hydrogen.
Proton transfer from the histidine side chain to the phenylaniline amide nitrogen is
followed by elongation of, then cleavage of that amide bond to release CO. The
deprotonated histidine side chain effectively guides the CO molecule out of the amide
bond after protonating the amide nitrogen by forming a very short-lived, lactam-like
transition structure, but with elongated bonds (2.67 Å for the TS; Figure 2.4d) between
the carbonyl carbon and the deprotonated ring-nitrogen. This reaction requires at least
256.7 kJ mol–1 to be active. Numerous alternate pathways were attempted, including ones
similar to those described for the protonated cylic peptides, cyclo(GlyGly),
cyclo(AlaAla), and cyclo(PheLeu) [45, 46, 47], but these were even more energetically
costly. Nevertheless, these calculations are consistent with the experimental data
displayed in Figure 3 with the b2 ions in the top and bottom panels requiring substantially
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higher energy collisions in order to initiate significant fragmentation. Predicted as the
product of [PheHis-OMe + H]+ methanol loss?
2.5.3 Does the C-Terminus Affect the b2 Ion Structures Produced?
We agree with a reviewers comment that we should have also looked at the sequences
HisPhe-OMe and PheHis-NH2 experimentally. Consequently, we have had these peptides
synthesized along with HisPheAla and PheHisAla to provide a more detailed
investigation of leaving group effects on threshold energy and, thus, product ion
structure(s). Additionally, we have completed M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) potential energy
surface and TS calculations for these new systems to provide a short series for
comparison. These are summarized in Table 2.3.
These calculations predict the cleavage of the HisPhe–X bond is affected by the nature of
the leaving group. This affect is relatively consistent for both the oxazolone and
diketopiperazine-forming pathways and follows an approximately linear trend, where
increasing gas-phase basicity of the leaving group [49] is correlated with lower HisPhe–X
bond cleavage barrier. The diketopiperazine b2 -X TS is consistently substantially more
energetically demanding than the preceding trans → cis amide bond isomerization
reaction and also the oxazolone-forming pathway. Conversely, the trans → cis amide
bond isomerization reaction barrier is correlated with gas-phase basicity of the C-terminal
residue/modification, indicating that a more basic C-terminus is less effective at
stabilizing the isomerization reaction. Our calculations predict the oxazolone product ion
should predominate in all three cases. Our b2 ion MS3 experiments (Figure S2.2) reveal a
more complex picture. While the b2 ions generated from [HisPhe-NH2 + H]+ and
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[HisPheAla + H]+ show very similar breakdown graphs, which are consistent with the
oxazolone structure, the b2 ions generated from [HisPhe-OMe + H]+ have a different
population (Figure S2.2, top panel). These provide intermediate fragmentation
characteristics that show lower prevalence of the a2 ion product and higher collision
energy being necessary to achieve over 50% dissociation (~18 eV versus ~12 eV
collisions), indicating that a relatively significant population of diketopiperazine ions is
present in addition to the oxazolone ions. One possible explanation for this apparent
discrepancy is that the kinetic shift associated with the oxazolone b2-X TS may be
significantly larger than for the other two cases, thereby enabling more consecutive
fragmentation of the oxazolone product to occur at the same time as some formation of
the diketopiperazine isomer also occurs. The potential depletion of the oxazolone product
would thus lead to a remaining population with an higher diketopiperazine composition.
The substantially larger initial b2-X barriers for the [HisPhe-OMe + H]+ form supports
this potential explanation.
The situation when histidine in the second residue is predicted to be a lot more
complicated. The gas-phase basicity of the leaving group is correlated with lower
PheHis-X bond cleavage barrier for the oxazolone pathway, but not for either the
diketopiperazine or lactam congeners. As described previously, the diketopiperazine b2 -X
pathway is supported experimentally and theoretically for the C-terminal methoxy ester
form. In contrast, the [PheHis-NH2 + H]+ form narrowly predicts the oxazolone pathway
as most likely to be active (Table 2.3, Figure S2.3), followed by the lactam (+5.1 kJ
mol1), and then the diketopiperazine (+8.5 kJ mol–1). The significantly improved H-
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bonding available to stabilize the transition structures when NH 3 is the leaving group
rather than methanol, reduces the barriers here. The [PheHisAla + H] + system has
reduced relative stabilization to the amide-terminated form, as the additional bulk of the
leaving group limits the proximity of the H-bonding possible. In the oxazolone and
diketopiperazine pathways, this is compensated for in part by the C-terminal carbonyl Hbonding to the N-terminus leading to reduced relative barriers. This stabilization is not
available to the lactam TS, so this is relatively less favorable (Figure S2.3). Overall, the
oxazolone and diketopiperazine (+4.1 kJ mol–1) pathways are very similar energetically
and entropically. Despite this, at the minimum voltage difference between the ion funnels
(Bruker MaXis) necessary to generate b 2 ion signal, our subsequent MS3 experiments on
the b

2

ion structures generated from [PheHisAla + H] + produced breakdown graphs

similar to the oxazolone (Figure S2.4). In contrast, the breakdown graph of the b2 ions
generated from [PheHis-NH2 + H]+ does show evidence of a mixture (Figure S2.4 top
right panel) with fragmentation behavior that is intermediate between those of solely
protonated oxazolone or cyclo-(HisPhe). For example, Figure S2.4 indicates 50%
dissociation at ~18 eV collision energy for b2 ions generated from [PheHis-NH2 + H]+ as
opposed to ~22 eV for [cyclo-(HisPhe) + H]+ and b2 ions generated from [PheHis-OMe +
H]+. Based on the M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) calculations, it is unclear why there is so much
protonated diketopiperazine present in this b2 ion population generated from [PheHisNH2 + H]+. Nevertheless, it is clear that the nature of the second residue and the leaving
group do significantly affect the TS energies and, thus, the resulting product ion structure
distributions.
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2.5.4 Analysis of a2 Ion and [Cyclo-(HisPhe)-CO]+ Ion Fragmentation
As Figures S2.5–S2.7 show, m/z 110 (His immonium ion) and m/z 212 are the major
fragmentation products of the [M + H – CO]+ ion irrespective of whether this was
generated from an oxazolone of diketopiperazine structure. The m/z 212 fragment
corresponds to loss of CO + NH3. Similar products [47, 50, 51] have been observed and
studied with theory previously. Eventual formation of iminium ions involves initial
generation of a proton-bound complex of two imines. The fragmentation of a2 ions to
form iminium ions by way of a proton-bound complex of two imines was first proposed
by Siu and co-workers [52] for the GlyGly a2 ion. Support for this pathway was provided
by a more detailed study [53] of the fragmentation of a variety of a2 ions, where it was
shown that the imine with the greater proton affinity produced the most abundant
iminium ion. The His imine has a greater proton affinity (~983 kJ mol–1) than the Phe
imine (~929 kJ mol–1), so should overwhelmingly win the battle to keep the proton and,
as a result, be much more pronounced in the product ion mass spectrum.
The breakdown graph for the a2 ion (m/z 257) derived from protonated HisPhe-NH2 is
presented in Figure S2.6. The graph differs from the graphs for the other m/z 257 ions
(Figures S2.5 and S2.7) in showing a distinct signal at m/z 138, the His b1 ion. This b1 ion
readily fragments by loss of CO to give m/z 110, suggesting multiple means of generation
for the histidine immonium ion. For the GlyGly a2 ion derived from triglycine IRMPD
studies and theoretical calculations [54, 55] have shown an N1-protonated 4imidazolidinone. More recent spectroscopic and theoretical studies [56] of the TyrGly a2
ion showed that in addition to this structure, non-cyclic isomers can be formed if a
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suitable means of catalyzing proton transfer across the ring is present. Similar results
were obtained by Siu and co-workers [57]. In principle, either the histidine or the
phenylaniline side chains can do this, thereby lowering the barrier. Stein and co-workers
[58] have shown that the Thr side chain is also capable of catalyzing this isomerization.
One should note that many of these structures are identical to ones formable from the
protonated diketopiperazine. As usual, we cannot eliminate the possibility that there may
be a minor route to m/z 110 through the diketopiperazine structure (if present). A more
detailed theoretical analysis of the interplay of these a 2 ion chemistries will follow
elsewhere.
2.6 Conclusions
A detailed study of the reactions necessary to form and then fragment b2 ions in an
environment of local proton mobility has been undertaken. The results show that the
PheHis b2 ion can exist largely as either protonated diketopiperazine or oxazolone (or
even lactam, in the case of [PheHis-NH2 + H]+) under our experimental conditions, and
that the ion population is a function of the leaving group. Based on our limited series, the
less basic the leaving group (methanol < NH3 < alanine), the higher the oxazolone ion
population. This is indicated by lower collision energy being necessary to fragment 50%
of the precursor ions and diagnostic fragment ions relative presence. In contrast, the
HisPhe b2 ion exists largely as a protonated oxazolone. Here, the exception is once again
the methoxy form, which shows evidence of the diketopiperazine form too. The reactions
necessary to generate these ions rely heavily on local proton mobility primarily facilitated
by the histidine side chain. The exception to this appears to be trans-cis isomerization of
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the first amide bond, which does not require direct involvement of the histidine side chain
in the present cases. This reaction was facile for all systems examined with the
subsequent –X bond cleavage reaction being rate-limiting.
We also show that the prediction of Armentrout and Clarke [45] that oxazolone and
diketopiperazine structures should be discernable based on their energy-resolved
fragmentation holds. Based on our experiments and calculations, oxazolone
fragmentation is substantially more facile. The fragmentation chemistry of a 2 ions derived
from protonated PheHis-OMe and HisPhe-NH2, and protonated cyclo-(HisPhe), is a lot
more similar than the b2 ion case. Nevertheless differences in the structures or, more
likely, the distribution of structures generated from the preceding collisional activation
are apparent at lower collisional energies, consistent with the premise that how the ions
are made can have a noticeable effect on the product ion population distributions [59, 60,
61, 62, 63, 64].
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Figure 2.1 Selected M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) transition structures from the [PheHis-OMe +
H]+ potential energy surface.
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Figure 2.2 Selected M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) transition structures from the [HisPhe-NH2 +
H]+ potential energy surface.
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Figure 2.3 Breakdown graphs for the b2 ions generated with the original sequences
PheHis-OMe (top panel) and HisPhe-NH2 (middle panel), as well as protonated cyclo(HisPhe) (bottom panel).
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Figure 2.4 Selected important transition structures on leading to CO loss from the various
b2 ion possibilities on the M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) potential energy surface.
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Etotal/H

Etotal+ZPE/H

ΔH0K/kJ
mol-1

ΔH298/kJ
mol-1

ΔG298/kJ
mol-1

ΔS298/J
mol-1

His Ring

–1066.479373

–1066.109071

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

NT

-1066.470066

–1066.098009

N1

-1066.446193

–1066.07515

89.1

89.6

88.4

3.8

O1

–1066.459698

–1066.088199

54.8

54.0

62.0

–27.0

O2

–1066.449563

–1066.077949

81.7

80.3

90.5

–34.3

O3

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

His Ring cis

-1066.459623

–1066.088195

54.8

54.9

54.5

1.1

NT cis

–1066.469566

–1066.095538

35.5

34.6

40.5

–19.7

O1 cis

-1066.445355

–1066.07398

92.1

92.4

92.0

1.5

O2 cis

–1066.436079

–1066.062803

121.5

119.2

127.4

–27.8

Oxazolone b2MeOH TS
Trans-cis
Isomerization TS
Diketopiperazine
b2-MeOH TS
Lactam b2-MeOH
TS

–1066.41792

–1066.048142

160.0

158.7

164.5

–19.3

–1066.420844

–1066.050491

128.5

126.9

132.3

–18.0

–1066.424456

–1066.055313

141.1

137.4

150.6

–44.4

–1066.395589

–1066.027149

215.1

216.4

219.1

–8.8

Oxaz→Lact TS

–1066.401495

–1066.034212

196.5

195.5

156.6

130.5

a1-y1 TS

–1066.401662

–1066.034844

194.9

198.6

187.7

36.8

29.0

29.3

32.0

–8.9

Table 2.1 Relative Energies of [PheHis-OMe + H]+ Conformations at the M06-2X/631+G(d,p) Level of Theory. All Minima Configurations are the Typical Trans Form
Unless Indicated.
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Etotal/H

Etotal+ZPE/H

ΔH0K/kJ
mol-1

ΔH298/kJ
mol-1

ΔG298/kJ
mol-1

ΔS298/J
mol-1

His Ring

–1007.339806

–1006.983852

0

0

0

0

O1

–1007.320417

–1006.965640

47.8

48.5

42.9

18.6

O2

–1007.318936

–1006.965312

48.7

48.4

48.4

–0.0

N1

–1007.303045

–1006.948491

92.8

93.7

91.0

9.1

N2

–1007.288013

–1006.960811

60.5

61.4

58.0

11.4

His Ring cis

–1007.326115

–1006.971488

32.5

32.4

30.4

6.8

NT cis

–1007.316984

–1006.961051

59.9

59.7

56.3

11.4

O1 cis

–1007.303468

–1006.948214

93.6

94.0

92.4

5.5

O2 cis

–1007.295914

–1006.940010

115.1

115.3

113.9

4.5

Oxazolone b2-NH3
TS
Trans-cis
Isomerization TS
Diketopiperazine
b2- NH3 TS

–1007.272553

–1006.920192

163.5

164.3

161.5

9.2

–1007.286914

–1006.933619

131.9

131.1

131.0

0.4

–1007.267191

–1006.911748

189.3

188.1

187.9

0.5

a1-y1 TS

–1007.255036

–1006.90459

208.1

212.7

195.9

56.3

b1-y1 TS

–1007.281478

–1006.926518

150.5

149.7

150.8

–4.0

Table 2.2 Relative Energies of [HisPhe-NH2 + H]+ Conformations at the M06-2X/631+G(d,p) Level of Theory. All Minima Configurations are the Typical Trans Form
Unless Indicated
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Peptide
sequence

Oxazolone b 2 -X TS,
ΔE el + ZPE(ΔG298)/kJ
mol– 1

Trans → cis isom’
TS, ΔE
el + ZPE(ΔG298)/kJ
mol– 1

Diketopiperazine b
2 -X TS, ΔE
el + ZPE(ΔG298)/kJ
mol– 1

Lactam b 2 -X TS,
ΔE
el + ZPE(ΔG298)/kJ
mol– 1

PheHis-OMe

160.0 (164.5)

128.5 (132.3)

142.1 (150.6)

215.1 (219.1)

PheHis-NH2

141.9 (146.5)

91.5 (95.2)

150.4 (159.1)

147.0 (155.8)

PheHisAla

128.7 (136.6)

88.2 (89.8)

132.8 (141.7)

162.8 (170.0)

HisPhe-OMe

183.6 (188.0)

125.0 (129.3)

208.3 (217.5)

-

HisPhe-NH2

163.5 (161.5)

131.9 (131.0)

189.3 (187.9)

-

HisPheAla

144.3 (145.7)

132.7 (131.0)

160.7 (165.9)

-

Table 2.3 Relative Energies of TSs Relevant to the Formation of the Various b 2 Ion
Structures from Protonated His-Containing Peptides Calculated at the M06-2X/631+G(d,p) Level of Theory.
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Scheme 2.1 (a) Nomenclature utilized for protonation sites; (b) generic oxazoloneforming b2 ion pathway; (c) generic diketopiperazine-forming b2 ion pathway; (d) lactam
b2 ion pathway. Green dotted lines indicate amide bond stereochemistry is correct for
production of a particular product b2 ion. Note that the site of protonation in (b) and (c)
can also be on the side chain if this is a basic site
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Scheme 2.2 Lowest energy decarbonylation reactions of b2 ions (a) PheHis b2 oxazolone
ion isomerization to lactam, then CO expulsion; (b) HisPhe b2 oxazolone ion pathway;
(c) the complicated, concerted [cyclo(HisPhe`) + H] +, diketopiperazine b2-a2 pathway.
We are aware that the a2 ions generated in these pathways may cyclize and/or isomerize
subsequently
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Scheme S2.1 Oxazolone-b2 ion forming reactions from [PheHis-OMe+H]+
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Scheme S2.2 Diketopiperazine-b2 ion forming reactions from [PheHis-OMe+H]+
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Scheme S2.3 Lactam-b2 ion forming reactions from [PheHis-OMe+H]+ and its products.
Top panel: generation of the lactam–b2 ion isomer by isomerization of the pre-formed
oxazolone form (Scheme S1 and Figure 1c). Bottom panel: generation of the lactam–b2
ion isomer from [PheHis-OMe+H]+ directly.

Scheme S2.4 Lactam-b1 ion forming b1-y1 reactions from [HisPhe-NH2+H]+. The TS
involves concerted transfer of a proton from the histidine side chain to the first amide
nitrogen, nucleophilic attack on the carbonyl carbon of the amide nitrogen protonated
bond, with cleavage of the amide bond. Product separation is the rate-determining step

Scheme S2.5 Oxazolone-a2 ion forming b2-NH3 reactions from [HisPhe-NH2+H]+.
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Scheme S2.6 Diketopiperazine-b2 ion forming reactions from from [HisPhe-NH2+H]+
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Etotal/H
His Ring
NT

-1066.93356
-1066.92074

Etotal+ZPE/H

ΔH0K/kJ
mol-1

ΔH298/kJ
mol-1

ΔG298/kJ
mol-1

ΔS298/J
mol-1

-1066.56697

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

-1066.55260

37.7

38.2

38.2

0.2

89.6

N1

-1066.89756

-1066.53141

93.4

94.2

O1

-1066.90913

-1066.54254

64.1

64.4

62.9

5.1

O2

-1066.88954

-1066.52280

116.0

115.3

122.0

-22.3

O3

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

His Ring cis

-1066.90754

-1066.54053

69.4

70.3

66.4

13.3

NT cis

-1066.91881

-1066.54984

45.0

44.8

46.5

-5.8

O1 cis

-1066.89577

-1066.52912

99.4

100.2

98.0

7.4

O2 cis
Oxazolone b2MeOH TS
Trans-cis
Isomerization
TS
Diketopiperazine
b2-MeOH TS
Lactam b2MeOH TS

-1066.87235

-1066.50534

161.8

161.6

161.6

0.1

-1066.87049

-1066.50519

162.2

161.1

167.0

-19.7

-1066.87263

-1066.50699

129.6

128.7

130.7

-6.5

-1066.87026

-1066.50678

158.0

155.6

164.5

-29.8

-1066.84607

-1066.48262

221.5

223.9

221.1

9.5

Oxaz→Lact TS

-1066.86003

-1066.49740

182.7

182.0

142.0

134.0

a1-y1 TS

-1066.85922

-1066.49654

184.9

188.5

178.2

34.5

Table S2.1 Relative Energies of [PheHis-OMe+H]+ conformations at the B3LYP/631+G(d,p) level of theory.
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15.3

Etotal/H

Etotal+ZPE/H

ΔH0K/ kJ mol-1

ΔH298/ kJ
mol-1

ΔG298/
kJ mol-1

ΔS298/
J mol-1

His Ring

-1007.76446

-1007.41220

0

0

0

0

His Ring cis

31.2

30.8

31.9

-3.8

-1007.751994

NT

-1007.74971

36.9

37.3

31.8

18.6

47.7

4.9

NT Cis

-1007.74569

-1007.40033

-1007.39816

49.7

-1007.39327

49.2

-1007.72548

-1007.37581

95.6

95.9

92.0

13.1

-1007.74520

-1007.39505

45.0

44.4

45.7

-4.4

-1007.72328

-1007.37189

105.8

106.6

101.2

18.0

-1007.72327

-1007.37242

104.5

104.3

103.3

3.2

-1007.71616

-1007.36461

124.9

125.3

122.3

10.2

-1007.70988

-1007.35929

138.9

140.9

134.5

21.4

-1007.70221

-1007.35361

151.0

151.1

148.5

20.6

-1007.68723

-1007.33615

164.7

165.5

160.9

15.3

-1007.71390

-1007.36439

125.5

124.5

126.1

-5.3

a1-y1 TS

-1007.68646

-1007.33989

189.8

194.3

178.1

54.3

b1-y1 TS

-1007.70596

-1007.35541

149.1

148.1

149.4

-4.1

N1
O1 trans
O1 cis

O2trans
O2 cis
N2
Oxazolone
b2-NH3 TS
Diketopiperazie
b2- NH3 TS
Trans-cis
Isomerization
TS

Table S2.2 Relative Energies of [HisPhe-NH2+H]+ conformations at the B3LYP/631+G(d,p) level of theory.
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Reletive Abundance
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a1
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Laboratory Collision Energy/ eV
Figure S2.1 Energy resolved CID of [His-Phe-NH2 +H]+
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25

Figure S2.2 Breakdown graphs for the b2 ions generated with the protonated original
sequences HisPhe-OMe (top panel), HisPhe-NH2 (middle panel), and HisPheAla (bottom
panel).
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Figure S2.3 Selected M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p)
[PheHisAla+H]+ potential energy surface.
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transition

structures

from

the

Figure S2.4 Breakdown graphs for the b2 ions generated with the original sequences
PheHis-OMe (top left panel), PheHis-NH2 (top right panel), PheHisAla, (bottom left
panel), as well as protonated cyclo-(HisPhe) (bottom right panel).
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Figure S2.5 Energy resolved CID a2 ion generated from [PheHis-OMe+H]+
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Figure S2.6 Energy resolved CID a2 ion generated from [HisPhe-NH2+H]+
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Figure S2.7 Energy resolved CID a2 ion generated from [cyclo(HisPhe)+H]+
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Figure S2.8 Energy resolved CID a2 ion generated from [PheHis-OMe+H]+; as Figure
3a,, but in smaller increments and over a differing energy range.
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Figure S2.9 Energy resolved CID b2 ion generated from [HisPhe-NH2+H]+; as Figure 3b,
but in smaller increments and over a differing energy range.
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Figure S2.10 Energy resolved CID b2 ion generated from [cyclo(HisPhe)+H]+; as Figure
3c, but in smaller increments and over a differing energy range.
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vs. Pipecolic-acid-containing Protonated Peptides
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3.1 Abstract
Substitution of proline by pipecolic acid, the six-membered ring congener of proline,
results in vastly different tandem mass spectra. The well-known proline effect is
eliminated and amide bond cleavage C-terminal to pipecolic acid dominates instead. Why
do these two ostensibly similar residues produce dramatically differing spectra? Recent
evidence indicates that the proton affinities of these residues are similar, so are unlikely
to explain the result [Raulfs et al., J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 25, 1705–1715 (2014)].
An additional hypothesis based on increased flexibility was also advocated. Here, we
provide a computational investigation of the “pipecolic acid effect,” to test this and other
hypotheses to determine if theory can shed additional light on this fascinating result. Our
calculations provide evidence for both the increased flexibility of pipecolic-acidcontaining peptides, and structural changes in the transition structures necessary to
produce the sequence ions. The most striking computational finding is inversion of the
stereochemistry of the transition structures leading to “proline effect”-type amide bond
fragmentation between the proline/pipecolic acid-congeners: R (proline) to S (pipecolic
acid). Additionally, our calculations predict substantial stabilization of the amide bond
cleavage barriers for the pipecolic acid congeners by reduction in deleterious steric
interactions and provide evidence for the importance of experimental energy regime in
rationalizing the spectra.
3.2 Introduction
Tandem mass spectrometry is the key technology utilized in peptide sequencing and
proteomics [1–3]. Typically, individual peptides are isolated prior to collisional activation
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and identification of sequence is subsequently achieved based on the detected mass-tocharge (m/z) ratios corresponding to the charged fragments and the precursor protonated
peptide. Ideally, collision-induced dissociation (CID) initiates cleavage of the amide
bonds to produce series of b n ions if the N-terminal fragment keeps the charge, y m ions
if the C-terminal fragment keeps the charge, or a mixture of the two (for a peptide of
length N = n + m) [4–6]. The relative abundance of the product ions depends on the
peptide sequence, charge state, instrument type, and the specific conditions under which
the experiments were performed [3, 5, 7–13]. Certain amino acid residues strongly
enhance specific types of bond cleavage [10–12, 14–16]. Among this suite of residuespecific chemistries is that associated with proline, P (Scheme 3.1a). In the welldocumented “proline effect” [17–24], a strong preference for amide bond cleavage Nterminal to proline residues is observed. This chemistry results in enhanced prevalence of
the y m ion peak with the proline residue situated at its N-terminus with concomitant
suppression of the complementary b n ion (Scheme 3.2). Proline is unique among the 20
commonly occurring amino acids in that it contains a secondary amine, in a 5-membered
ring at its N-terminus (Scheme 3.1a). Consequently, once involved in an amide bond, it
becomes a tertiary amine. Pipecolic acid, Pip, is the 6-membered ring congener of proline
(Scheme 1b) and has its own residue-specific chemistry, the “pipecolic acid effect” [20].
Despite obvious structural similarity between proline and pipecolic acid, the two effects
(residues) result in vastly different mass spectra of otherwise identical protonated peptide
sequences [18, 20].
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Pipecolic acid has been shown to promote the dominant formation [18, 20] of specific b n
peaks rather than ym peaks (Scheme 3.3). Furthermore, the amide bond that is cleaved
differs in the pipecolic acid effect; the amide bond C-terminal to the pipecolic acid
residue is broken. Raulfs et al. [20] demonstrated this phenomenon in their recent paper
by utilizing combined experimental and theoretical comparisons of singly protonated
pentapeptides, [AAXAA + H]+, where the identity of X was systematically varied [X = P,
Pip, N-methylalanine, azetidine-2-carboxylic acid (the 4-membered ring analogue); A =
alanine]. Parallel to earlier work [18], they showed that proline and azetidine-2carboxylic acid behave similarly and give rise to dominant y3 peaks [20], whereas
pipecolic acid and N-methylalanine promote the dominant formation of b

3

peaks.

Swapping the alanine residues for other aliphatic residues had minimal effect on this
result [18, 20]. Furthermore, when peptides containing both the Pip and P residues were
analyzed, the dominant products observed were always the b n peaks corresponding to the
position of the Pip residue (i.e., for [APipAPA + H]+, the b 2 peak, for [AAPipPA + H]+
the b3 peak, and for [APAPipA + H]+ the b

4

peak). Additionally, Raulfs et al. [20]

provided computational estimates of the proton affinities of the residues, which showed
that Pip had a very similar proton affinity to P. Previously, the same corresponding author
had analogous experimental findings [25]. Extrapolating on this basis [17, 20], the results
could not be rationalized based solely on the basicity of the prolyl nitrogen as had
previously been argued [18]. Consequently, Raulfs et al. [20] attributed the result to
greater flexibility of the Pip 6-membered ring “which allows for peptides conformations
that promote favorable transfer of the mobile proton to the amide C-terminal to the Pip/Nmethylalanine residue.” This flexibility-based explanation essentially argues for a proton78

transfer-limited reactivity, whereby the ability to protonate each specific amide nitrogen
can be used as a surrogate for the barrier to the subsequent sequence ion formation. This
is broadly consistent with the mobile proton model [19, 26, 27], and has been specifically
argued for by Haeffner et al. [28]. Consequently, the specific question of what the
transition structures look like and the product ion energies were not addressed explicitly.
These interesting findings [20] motivated the present computational investigation into the
mechanisms of fragmentation of these related systems. Here, we provide a systematic
computational study of the fragmentation chemistry of [AAXA o + H]+ peptides; where X
= P/Pip and o = 0, 1, 2, 3 to test the flexibility hypothesis. We examine the relative
energies of the critical transition structures, product ions, and neutrals as a function of
peptide length to help explain the chemistry in play. Predictions based on the progression
in leaving group size, composition, and proton affinities are also provided [24, 29–31].
3.3 Theoretical Methods
Density functional calculations of minima, and product ions and neutrals were performed
with the Gaussian 09 suite of programs [32] at the M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory
[33, 34]. Multiple conformers of each protonation site were examined for each system.
Our typical protonation site labeling convention is illustrated in Supplementary
Scheme S3.1. Multiple transition structures (TSs) were calculated. Minima were
confirmed by vibrational analysis (all real frequencies) and TSs were also examined in
this manner (one imaginary frequency). The reaction pathway through the TSs was
determined by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations with up to 18 steps in each
direction. The terminating points of these calculations (one on product side, one on
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reactant side) were then optimized further to determine the exact minima connected by
each specific reaction path. Estimates of the proton affinities of the leaving groups were
determined as the difference between the zero-point energy-corrected M06-2X/631+G(d,p) total electronic energies (0 K) of the protonated and neutral forms of the
potential b n and y m ions, respectively.
In response to a reviewer’s request, we added calculations on the [AA(D-Proline)AA +
H]+ system to the analysis. In response to a second reviewer’s request, we provided
additional calculations at the M06-2X/6-311++G(2d,p), B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p), and
B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,p) levels of theory for the [AAXAA+H] + systems.
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Protonation Energetics
We calculated the potential energy surface of [AAXAo + H]+ peptides, where X = P/Pip
and o = 0, 1, 2, 3. Our data are normalized to the lowest energy, all trans amide bond
structure, labeled as the global minimum, GM, in each case. We note that in analogy with
recent work from the Clemmer [35–37] and Paizs groups [24] that cis conformations are
also potentially competitive (Supplementary Tables S3.1–S8). Our calculations predict
the protonation site of the global minimum will vary as a function of peptide length, but
that this is consistent between the P/Pip forms (Supplementary Tables S3.1–S14). For
example, based on the M06-2X calculations, the global minimum for both [AAXAA +
H]+ ions is protonated on the third oxygen, O3 (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2,
Supplementary Figure S3.1). In some cases, a cis conformer is more energetically
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favorable than the corresponding trans global minimum. Again, this is consistent,
irrespective of whether P/Pip is present. In agreement with the literature, protonation of
an amide nitrogen requires additional energy [5, 8, 13, 21, 24, 28, 38–45]. A typical
prerequisite to amide bond cleavage is protonation of the specific amide nitrogen that is
to be cleaved, as this removes conjugation from the bond, reducing the bond order, and
makes it easier to break [39, 41]. Our data do show that population of the third amide
nitrogen site (N3, which is C-terminal to Pip/P) requires less energy (by >11 kJ mol–1) for
pipecolic-acid-containing peptides than it does for the analogous proline forms. This
supports the hypothesis of increased flexibility of pipecolic acid enabling population of
these sites [20]. For example, for [AAPipAA + H] + the reactive precursor structure
protonated at N3 (71.9 kJ mol–1, Supplementary Table S3.2) can be readily populated via
proton transfer from a proximal O3 protonated structure through a TS requiring only 89
kJ mol–1. Prior theory [45] and experiment [46] indicate that population of these sites will
have substantially greater rate constants than those of subsequent higher energy amide
bond cleavage barriers.
The evidence for the flexibility-based explanation being the sole cause of the difference
in chemistry is contradicted by the additional finding that population of the second amide
nitrogen site, N2, at P/Pip, is predicted to require much less energy than N3. If the amide
bond cleavage TSs are rate-limiting, and follow directly from the amide nitrogen
protonation energetics [28], then the b2 -yN-2 pathway should be universally favored over
the b3 -yN-3 reaction. Consequently, there would be little difference in the spectra of
protonated peptides containing P/Pip. The preponderance of experimental data [17, 20]
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and our calculations indicate this is not the case. Consequently, we need additional
information on the relative energies of the competing TSs to determine if they are the
cause of the differing reactivities.
2.4.2 Amide Bond Cleavage TSs
The mechanism of enhanced ym ion formation via the proline effect is illustrated in
Scheme 2 [24]. The prevailing mechanism of fragmentation of pipecolic-acid-containing
protonated peptides differs (Scheme 3.3a). While pipecolic-acid-containing protonated
peptides typically generate bn ions, formation of the complementary ym ions is, in
principle, also possible. This reaction requires abstraction of a non-mobile proton from
the fixed charge N-terminal fragment. There are two likely candidate sites for this
abstraction to occur from (Scheme 3.3b and c): the Cα proton of the preceding alanine
residue or the fixed-charge oxazolone ring [47]. As neither proton is mobile, these are
also potentially rate-limiting transition structures that might explain the lack of an yN-3 ion
peak (Scheme 3.3b). First, however, we need to discuss the relative energetics of the
amide bond cleavage reactions of [AAXAo + H]+ peptides as without this step occurring,
discussion of proton-bound dimer chemistry is moot.
In agreement with the prior experimental [18, 20, 21, 24] and theoretical [20, 21, 24]
findings, and the proline effect in general, our calculations predict the b 2 -ym amide bond
cleavage TS to be consistently less energetically demanding for [AAPA o + H]+ peptides
than the b3-yN-3 amide bond cleavage (Table 3.1, Supplementary Table S3.1). The degree
to which this is the case varies, but is consistently >20 kJ mol–1. The general mechanism
is described in Scheme 2 and an example TS is shown in Figure 3.1 for [AAPAA + H]+.
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Following this relatively facile amide bond cleavage, we would expect the high proton
affinity [25] of the proline-terminated fragment (932, 957, 977, 989 kJ mol–1 for P, PA,
PAA, PAAA, respectively, Table 3.2) relative to the neutral alanylalanine-oxazolone
structure (912 kJ mol–1, see also [48]) to result in proton transfer from the oxazolone ring
nitrogen to form the y

m

ion prior to complex separation. This process becomes

increasingly likely as the size and, thus, proton affinity of the PA o fragment formed
increases. If the b3-yN-3 amide bond cleavage reaction occurs at all (Supplementary
Scheme S3.2, Figure 3.2a), the product distribution will again be affected by the proton
affinities of the neutral forms of the fragments. However, for this to be relevant, an
energetically feasible means of proton abstraction must be available to the C-terminal
fragment (Supplementary Scheme S3.2, Supplementary Table S3.1, and Supplementary
Figure S3.3) [47]. Our calculations indicate that the two potential proton abstraction
reactions are equi-energetic with the amide bond cleavage barrier so they should not limit
the reaction significantly. Poutsma and coworkers’ experiments on [AAPAA + H] + show
[20] a tiny b3 peak (~1% relative abundance) consistent with the proton affinity of the b3
neutral (≥966 kJ mol–1 Table 3.2) being substantially greater than AA. The product
distribution should be much more even for the b3 -yN-3 reaction of [AAPAAA + H]+ as
AAA has a much more similar proton affinity (962 kJ mol–1, Table3. 2).
Our calculations are also in general agreement with the experimental data underlying the
pipecolic acid effect. The M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) transition structure calculations predict
that the [AAPipAo + H]+ (o = 1–3) peptides should generally favor the b3 -yN-3 amide
bond cleavage over the b2 -ym amide bond cleavage reaction (Table 3.1, Supplementary
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Table S3.2). For example, the [AAPipAA + H]+ system investigated by Poutsma and
coworkers experimentally [20] produced b 3 and y3 peaks in an approximately 4:1 ratio.
The energy of the b3 -y2 amide bond cleavage TS [ΔEel+ZPE,0K (ΔG298K) = 101.9 (104.8) kJ
mol–1, Figure 3.2b) is lower than, but similar to, the b2 -y3 TS energy (107.8 (109.1) kJ
mol–1, Figure 3.1b). The most facile subsequent proton abstraction reaction from the
oxazolone ring (Scheme 3.3c, Table 3.2) is less energetically demanding (96 kJ mol–1)
than the amide bond cleavage. However, the neutral b3 oxazolone generated from this TS
has substantially greater proton affinity (1052 kJ mol–1) than AA (923 kJ mol–1) which,
consistent with the lack of any y2 peak, makes this transformation very unlikely. The
[AAPip + H]+ analyte is an exception in that it is predicted to yield a y1 peak rather than a
b3. Here, the b2 -y 1 TS is > 25 kJ mol–1 lower than the b3 -H2O TS. This is due to water
being a comparatively poor leaving group [49], with limited hydrogen-bonding capability
to stabilize the TS relative to alanine or polyalanine. Consequently, a y1 ion, [Pip + H]+, is
predicted to be formed and subsequently detected, consistent with pipecolic acid having
greater proton affinity than neutral AA oxazolone (Table 2).
3.4.3

Proline

versus

Pipecolic

Acid-Transition

Structure

Stereochemistry

Differences
The lowest energy amide bond cleavage barriers for the pipecolic-acid-containing
protonated peptides are consistently lower than their proline-containing congeners. This
broadly agrees with Poutsma and co-workers’ [20] data on direct competition between
P/Pip enhanced fragmentations in a single protonated peptide. These authors found that
the b

n

peak with C-terminal Pip was always the base peak (i.e., the “pipecolic acid
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effect” appeared to be stronger than the “proline effect” under their experimental
conditions). Broadly, the Pip residue’s increased size and flexibility enables superior
stabilization of the key transition structures and intermediates necessary to form the
requisite products. How does this happen?
Although the lowest energy b3 -yN-3 TSs are quite similar, differences do exist. We utilize
the [AAXAA + H]+ systems to illustrate this. Our density functional calculations predict
two major areas of difference: (1) a longer critical amide bond length for the prolyl form
(2.02 Å) versus the pipecolic acid form (1.97 Å), and (2) a rotation of the N-terminus of
the oxazolone-ring, which is being formed (dihedral angle N P-C(O)A2-CA2-NA2=100°:
NPip-C(O)A2-CA2-NA2= 120°) resulting in a decreased degree of unfavorable steric
interactions for [AAPipAA + H]+ (interaction distances increase 0.1–0.25 Å, Figure 2).
Although these changes are relatively subtle, the differences in the corresponding b2 -yN-2
TSs are much greater.
The switch from proline to pipecolic acid results in inversion of the stereochemistry of
the critical b2 -yN-2 TSs (Figure 3.1, Supplementary Figure S3.4). The necessity of
considering stereochemistry arises from protonation of the ring nitrogen (N2) resulting in
R or S stereochemistry depending on whether the added proton is “above or below” the
ring (Supplementary Figure S3.4). This was recognized previously by Bleiholder et al.
[24], who found the lowest energy critical amide bond cleavage b3 -y2 TS of the [AAAPA
+ H]+ peptide to be ~25 kJ mol–1 lower for the R stereo configuration. Consistent with
this finding, our [AAPAo + H]+ systems also preferentially favor the R stereo
configuration for the analogous b2-yN-2 TSs (Figure 3.1a, Supplementary Figure S3.4). In
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marked contrast, however, the [AAPipAo + H]+ congeners lowest energy TSs all have S
stereochemistry (Figure 3.1b, Supplementary Figure S3.4). Why the difference? The
bulkier, 6-membered ring of Pip is far less sterically hindered by interactions with the
methyl group of the N-terminal alanine in the S configuration. Essentially, the ring is
placed perpendicular to the planar C-terminal end of the protonated peptide and thus
limits deleterious interactions with the alanine methyl group. The combination of the
relative destabilization of the most competitive b2-yN-2 TSs coupled to the structural
adjustments that stabilize the b3 -yN-3 TSs provides the explanation for the change in major
product from yN-2 peaks for the proline-containing systems to b

3

peaks for those

containing a pipecolic acid residue (i.e., the pipecolic acid effect). As these structural
effects are not independent and occur simultaneously, it’s not possible to single out one
as the sole cause.
3.4.4 Product Energies and Fragmentation Regime: Why Do We Detect the Peaks
We Detect?
It should be explicitly noted that the experimental data to which we are comparing our
calculations was collected at energies substantially above the threshold for fragmentation.
Consequently, the best measure of the reaction propensities we provide is the Gibbs free
energy, ΔG298K, as this incorporates both enthalpic and entropic contributions, which are
important in this energy regime. If, instead, we were predicting the behavior at threshold
(ΔEel+ZPE,0K), the enthalpic barrier (TS or products, whichever is higher) would be most
relevant. This is particularly pertinent for the present systems, as at threshold, all of these
reactions are product-limited. Consequently, at energies barely above threshold, we
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would expect a different experimental result: [AAPAA + H] + and [AAPipAA + H]+
should both lead to predominant y 3 peaks, as the lowest energy thresholds (ΔE

el+ZPE,0K)

are 160.5 and 136.8 kJ mol–1, respectively, for neutral AA-oxazolone and y3+ (Tables 3.3
and 3.4). As the degree of activation increased further above the threshold energy, the
Gibbs free energy, ΔG, (TS or products, whichever is higher) becomes the most
important quantity. It is important to recognize that the ΔG of the TS and products vary at
different rates with temperature. This is because the combined entropy of two separated
gas-phase species (one ion, one neutral here) adds up to a substantially larger entropy
than that of a single gas-phase ion (like the pertinent TS), i.e., the ∆S term is large and
positive for the products (~190 J mol–1, Tables 3.3 and 3.4), in comparison to the TS. So
at very high temperature, very few dissociation reactions will be product-limited.
Practically, this means that if the ΔG of the products is greater than that of the TS at
threshold, as in the b3 -y2 pathway of [AAPipAA + H]+, this situation will invert at higher
effective temperature, enabling b3 ion production to become increasingly more
competitive. The experiments analyzed here [17, 20] were performed under such
conditions, thereby enabling the resulting spectra to favor the b3 -y2 pathway products for
pipecolic-acid-containing systems (producing b3 ions here).
3.4.5 Exploring Additional Stereochemical Differences with [AA(D-Proline)AA +
H]+
Raulfs et al. [20] also examined the effect of substitution of a D-proline residue in place
of the L-proline or L-pipecolic acid residues, [AA(D-Proline)AA + H]+. This system
provided yet another type of dominant fragmentation chemistry, producing the b4 peak as
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the base peak. At approximately a quarter of this abundance is the y3 peak, followed by a
barely discernible b3 peak. So the typical “proline-effect” fragmentation chemistry (b2-y3
pathway) is only the second most prevalent chemistry here. Consistent with this
experimental finding, the lowest energy TS located was the b4 -y1 at 94.9 (101.4) kJ mol–1
at the M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory. The b2 -y3 barrier was 122.5 (120.4) kJ mol–1
and finally the b3 -y2 at 137.9 (138.3) kJ mol–1. This is summarized in Supplementary
Table S3.15 and the transition structures can be seen in Supplementary Figures S3.5 and
S3.6. The b4 ion product is also the most energetically favorable product based on our
calculations (Supplementary Table S3.19), followed by the y3 then the b3 , which again is
consistent with the experimental data.
3.4.6 Larger Basis In response to a reviewer request, we also performed additional
calculations at the M06-2X/6-311++G(2d,p), B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p), and B3LYP/6311++G(2d,p) levels of theory for the [AAXAA + H] + systems. The findings of these
calculations are generally consistent with the preceding explanation, so we have limited
the discussion of these results to the present section and the Supporting Information.
Increasing the M06-2X basis set size resulted in slightly lower TS barriers for both types
of amide bond cleavage barrier (by ~10 and ~3.6 kJ mol–1 for the P and Pip congeners,
respectively, Supplementary Tables S3.1, S3.2, S3.9, S12). Additionally, the larger basis
set indicates that the b2 -yN-2 TS for the [AAPipAA + H]+ system is much less entropically
favorable than the b3 -yN-3 TS. Although this finding is entirely consistent with the
experimental result (supports b3 ion formation over y3 ), the magnitude of change is a little
surprising, particularly as the M06-2X structures are essentially identical at the two levels
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of theory. So we have a difference in the description of the frequencies provided between
the two levels of theory. In comparison, both sets of B3LYP values are similar to each
other. Both B3LYP basis sets lead to the b2 -yN-2 TS being more energetically and
entropically demanding than the b3 -yN-3 TS, consistent with the experiment. The
magnitude of the entropic difference is smaller than for the M06-2X/6-311++G(2d,p)
data though. The other difference observed with the B3LYP functional is switching of
relative energies of the lowest energy protonation sites from O3 to O2. Although notable,
this has minimal impact on the general description of the dissociation chemistry.Sets and
Alternate Model Chemistries,
3.6 Conclusion
Our calculations indicate that proline and pipecolic-acid-containing protonated peptides
should have differing product ion distributions under low-energy CID conditions. The
reasons for this are: (1) the previously hypothesized increased flexibility of pipecolic acid
[20] enabling increased stabilization of the b

3

-y

N-3

amide bond cleavage transition

structures relative to their proline-containing congeners; (2) a relative destabilization of
the b2 -yN-2 transition structures, which manifests as a required inversion in the
stereochemistry of the b2 -yN-2 transition structure from R (proline) to S (pipecolic acid).
This is essentially due to the bulkier Pip side-chain imposing significant steric
constraints. Additionally, we provide evidence for the further relevance of experimental
energy regime when attempting to rationalize mass spectra and make predictions based
on our calculations for related P/Pip systems’ likely product distributions.
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Figure 3.1: The b2-y3 transition structures at the M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory;
(a) [AAPAA+H]+, (b) [AAPipAA+H]+. Inset: standard projections illustrating the
stereochemical consequences of protonation either below ring as is favored in the Pcontaining analyte b2-y3 TSs: (a) => R stereochemistry at the prolyl amide nitrogen, or
above the ring as is favored in the Pip-containing analyte b2-y3 TSs: (b) => S
stereochemistry at the pipecolic acidyl amide nitrogen. Numbers indicate the priority of
substituents in assigning configuration.
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Figure 3.2: (a) b3-y2 TS of [AAPAA+H]+ and (b) b3-y2 TS of [AAPipAA+H]+ at M062X/6-31+G (d,p) levels of theory. Critical bond lengths and dihedral angles are provided
for contrast.
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X

o

b2 –yN-2

b3 –yN-3

P

0

122.0 (126.4)

143.3 (148.4)

Pip

0

110.7 (113.6)

137.3 (141.3)

P

1

113.2 (111.4)

145.6 (149.2)

Pip

1

100.1 (103.1)

91.8 (97.8)

P

2

120.9 (117.0)

149.0 (144.5)

Pip

2

107.8 (109.1)

101.9 (104.8)

P

3

119.3 (122.0)

143.4 (148.3)

Pip

3

112.5 (109.9)

102.1(98.9)

Table 3.1: Transition structure relative energies (ΔEel+ZPE,0K (ΔG298K)/ kJ mol-1) of
[AAXAo+H]+, where X = P/Pip and o = number of alanine residues for the b2 –y(N-2) and
b3 –y(N-3) pathways.
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Pathway

MS/MS

Proton Affinity/

ion

kJ mol-1

Neutral

b2 –y(N-2)

AA oxazolone

b2

911.6

b2 –y(N-2)

P

y1

931.6

b2 –y(N-2)

PA

y2

957.4

b2 –y(N-2)

PAA

y3

976.8

b2 –y(N-2)

PAAA

y4

989.0

b2 –y(N-2)

Pip

y1

931.7

b2 –y(N-2)

PipA

y2

962.4

b2 –y(N-2)

PipAA

y3

975.2

b2 –y(N-2)

PipAAA

y4

982.7

b3 –y(N-3)

Alanyl Cα H+ deprotonated
neutral AAP oxazolone

b3

966.3

b3 –y(N-3)

Proline Cα H+ deprotonated
neutral AAP oxazolone

b3

998.2

b3 –y(N-3)

Alanyl Cα H+ deprotonated
neutral AAPip oxazolone

b3

1008.1

b3 –y(N-3)

Proline Cα H+ deprotonated
neutral AAPip oxazolone

b3

1051.9

b3 –y(N-3)

H2O

H3O+

689.0

b3 –y(N-3)

A

y1

889.8

b3 –y(N-3)

AA

y2

922.6

b3 –y(N-3)

AAA

y3

961.6

Table 3.2: Calculated gas-phase proton affinities of the various neutrals present in post
amide bond cleavage proton-bound dimer.
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Products

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

ΔEel+ZPE,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

b2+ + PAA

-1390.293488

-1389.798506

225.7

226.7

162.5

215.6

Neutral AA
oxazolone + y3+

-1390.320506

-1389.823335

160.5

160.4

102.2

195.2

b3+ + AA

-1390.303757

-1389.808777

198.7

200.0

140.8

198.4

Alanyl Cα H+
deprotonated AAP
oxazolone + y2+

-1390.287038

-1389.792131

242.4

242.9

184.8

195.0

Proline Cα H+
deprotonated AAP
oxazolone + y2+

-1390.275114

-1389.77998

274.3

274.8

217.5

191.9

Table 3.3: Summary table of separated product energies of [AAPAA+H] + calculated at
the M06-2X/6-31+G (d,p) level of theory.
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ΔEel+ZPE ,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1429.071768

200.4

200.5

143.7

190.6

-1429.622845

-1429.095995

136.8

136.4

81.8

183.1

b3+ + AA

-1429.609360

-1429.084486

167.1

168.0

112.7

185.6

Alanyl Cα H+
deprotonated AAPip
oxazolone + y2+

-1429.576868

-1429.051920

252.6

253.1

196.8

188.8

Pipecolic acid Cα H+
deprotonated AAPip
oxazolone + y2+

-1429.577787

-1429.053231

249.1

277.7

232.3

151.1

Products

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

b2+ + PipAA

-1429.596581

Neutral AA
oxazolone + y3+

Table 3.4: Summary table of separated product energies of [AAPipAA+H]+ calculated at
the M06-2X/6-31+G (d,p) level of theory.
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Stereochemical Sequence Ion Selectivity: Proline vs. Pipecolicacid-containing Protonated Peptides
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Scheme S3.1 Nomenclature of protonation sites.
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Scheme S3.2 Generic fragmentation mechanism of proline-containing protonated
peptides: (a) formation of b3 product ions, (b) proton transfer of the alanyl Cα H+ to form
ym product ions (within the proton-bound dimer), (c) alternate proton transfer reaction
from the oxazolone ring proline Cα H+ to form ym product ions.

102

S3.3 Generic b2-y(N-2) mechanism of pipecolic-containing peptides to form ym product
ions.

103

Scheme S3.4 Water-loss mechanism of [AAP+H]+ to form b3 product.

104

Scheme S3.5 Water-loss mechanism of [AAPip+H]+ to form b3 product.

a)
105

b)

Figure S3.1 (a) Global minimum of [AAPAA+H]+ & (b) global minimum of
[AAPipAA+H]+ at M06-2X/6-31+G (d,p) levels of theory.

a)

106

b)

Figure S3.2 (a) b3-y2 TS of [AAPAA+H]+ and (b) b3-y2 TS of [AAPipAA+H]+ at M062X/6-31+G (d,p) levels of theory.

107

Figure S3.3 In the proton-bound dimer generated following the b3-y2 TS of
[AAPAA+H]+, a proton transfer TS of the alanyl Cα proton of the AAP oxazolone b3 ion
to the N-terminus of AA necessary for the production of y2 ions.

108

Figure S3.4 In the proton-bound dimer generated following the b3-y2 TS of
[AAPAA+H]+, a proton transfer TS of the alanyl Cα proton of the AAP oxazolone b3 ion
to the N-terminus of AA necessary for the production of y2 ions.
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a)

b)

c)

110

Figure S3.5 (a) b2-y3 TS (b) b3-y2 TS and (c) b4-y1 TS of [AA(D-Proline)AA+H]+
calculated at the M06-2X/6-31+G (d,p) levels of theory.

Figure S3.6 Alternate view (consistent with Figure 2) of b2-y3 TS of [AA(DProline)AA+H]+ calculated at the M06-2X/6-31+G (d,p) levels of theory. Shows the Sstereochemistry of the D-prolyl nitrogen.
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Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

ΔEel+ZPE,0K
/kJ mol-1

ΔH298/kJ
mol-1

ΔG298/kJ
mol-1

ΔS298/J
mol-1

NT

-1390.363341

-1389.865638

49.4

51.4

39.5

40.1

O1

-1390.367482

-1389.869644

38.9

40.7

29.1

38.7

O2

-1390.377803

-1389.881181

8.6

9.5

2.2

24.5

O3

-1390.382123

-1389.884467

0

0

0

0

O4

-1390.362630

-1389.864043

53.6

52.5

53.6

-3.6

N2 (R)

-1390.357674

-1389.858901

67.1

68.1

62.0

20.3

N2 (S)

-1390.353049

-1389.853900

80.3

80.8

76.9

13.2

N3

-1390.346682

-1389.847766

96.4

97.1

95.3

5.8

O1 cis

-1390.379591

-1389.882116

6.2

6.9

-0.2

23.6

O2 cis

-1390.363199

-1389.863939

53.9

53.5

58.8

-17.7

O3 cis

-1390.362912

-1389.864161

53.3

54.4

49.3

16.6

O4 cis

-1390.386111

-1389.889179

-12.4

-12.3

-11.8

-1.4

b2 –y3 TS

-1390.335150

-1389.838406

120.9

121.1

117.0

13.8

-1389.827717

149.0

148.7

144.5

14.0

-1390.325500
b3–y2 TS

Cα H+
transfer TS

-1390.322705

-1389.829193

145.1

144.8

149.6

-16.2

Ring H+
transfer TS

-1390.320289

-1389.827653

149.2

150.4

146.1

14.5
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Table S3.1 Relative Energies of [AAPAA+H]+ at the M06-2X/6-31+G (d,p) level of
theory.

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

ΔEel+ZPE0K/kJ
mol-1

ΔH298/kJ
mol-1

ΔG298/kJ
mol-1

ΔS298/J
mol-1

NT

-1429.664144

-1429.134714

35.2

36.0

31.7

14.5

O1

-1429.663300

-1429.135191

33.9

35.0

30.2

16.2

O2

-1429.672103

-1429.145966

5.6

6.4

1.9

15.0

O3

-1429.675068

-1429.148114

0

0

0

0

O4

-1429.657449

-1429.129760

48.2

47.5

49.2

-5.7

N2 (R)

-1429.658351

-1429.129933

47.7

48.0

46.9

3.7

N2 (S)

-1429.660273

-1429.131157

44.5

44.7

45.7

-3.2

N3

-1429.646959

-1429.118794

77.0

77.6

78.4

-2.9

O1 cis

-1429.680989

-1429.153553

-14.3

-14.3

-13.1

-3.7

O2 cis

-1429.655451

-1429.127113

55.1

56.1

57.3

-4.0

O3 cis

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

O4 cis

-1429.681260

-1429.154030

-15.5

-15.8

-10.8

-16.7

b2 –y3 TS

-1429.633673

-1429.107063

107.8

107.2

109.1

-6.4

b3–y2 TS

-1429.636622

-1429.109312

101.9

100.9

104.8

-13.3

Cα H+
transfer TS

-1429.626764

-1429.104188

115.3

115.7

113.2

8.6

113

Ring H+
transfer TS

-1429.633388

-1429.111587

95.9

97.2

95.8

4.7

Table S3.2 Relative energies of [AAPipAA+H]+ structures at the M06-2X/6-31+G (d,p)
level of theory.
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Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

ΔEel+ZPE,0K/k
J mol-1

ΔH298/ kJ
mol-1

ΔG298/
kJ mol-1

ΔS298/
J mol-1

NT

-895.877159

-895.546029

33.8

33.5

36.8

-11.1

O1

-895.874750

-895.558907

0

0

0

0

O2

-895.875352

-895.547362

30.3

30.1

32.7

-8.5

N1

-895.854698

-895.527930

81.3

83.0

76.2

22.9

N2_(R)

-895.858784

-895.529446

77.3

78.0

76.5

5.0

N2_(S)

-895.855395

-895.525802

86.9

87.0

89.0

-6.8

NT cis

-895.876774

-895.545962

34.0

34.2

35.3

-3.6

O1 cis

-895.886213

-895.558229

1.8

1.2

3.4

-7.2

O2 cis

-895.874750

-895.547804

29.2

29.3

30.5

-4.1

b2-y1 TS

-895.839965

-895.512435

122.0

119.3

126.4

-23.8

b3-H2O TS

-895.830340

-895.504342

143.3

142.7

148.4

-19.3

a1-y2 TS

-895.813723

-895.489184

183.1

186.9

178.9

27.0

Table S3.3 Relative energies of [AAP+H]+ structures at the M06-2X/6-31+G (d,p) level
of theory.
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Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

ΔEel+ZPE,0K/k
J mol-1

ΔH298/ kJ
mol-1

ΔG298/
kJ mol-1

ΔS298/
J mol-1

NT

-935.174156

-934.813620

35.2

35.6

35.4

0.7

O1

-935.184213

-934.827012

0

0

0

0

O2

-935.175496

-934.819457

19.8

20.4

18.4

6.8

N1

-935.152710

-934.794211

86.1

87.0

86.4

2.1

N2_(R)

-935.154137

-934.795378

83.1

84.3

79.2

17.1

N2_(S)

-935.162932

-934.803126

62.7

62.8

65.7

-9.7

NT cis

-935.171653

-934.811246

41.4

41.7

42.6

-2.9

O1 cis

-935.180027

-934.822537

11.7

11.7

12.1

-1.1

O2 cis

-935.168625

-934.812112

39.1

39.7

39.0

2.5

b2-y1 TS

-935.142139

-934.784851

110.7

109.9

113.6

-12.7

b3-H2O TS

-935.1300478

-934.774734

137.3

137.0

141.3

-14.3

a1-y2TS

-935.113714

-934.75955

177.1

181.0

172.0

30.4

Table S3.4 Relative energies of [AAPip+H]+ structures at the M06-2X/6-31+G (d,p) level
of theory.
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ΔEel+ZPE,0K/ kJ

ΔH298/ kJ

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

mol-1

mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1142.718977

3.8

2.1

13.2

-37.2

-1143.125636

-1142.712556

20.6

19.7

24.3

-15.4

O2

-1143.131939

-1142.720418

0

0

0

0

O3

-1143.114741

-1142.701188

50.5

46.5

60.8

-48.0

N1

-1143.094585

-1142.681361

102.5

104.1

93.1

36.7

N2_(R)

-1143.110348

-1142.696444

62.9

63.4

61.5

6.3

N2_(S)

-1143.108488

-1142.693510

70.6

69.6

76.6

-22.5

N3

-1143.100983

-1142.686980

87.8

87.4

91.2

-12.5

NT cis

-1143.121359

-1142.707234

34.6

34.9

36.6

-5.7

O1 cis

-1143.133282

-1142.720885

-1.2

-1.7

0.3

-6.9

O2 cis

-1143.132734

-1142.721011

-1.6

-2.0

-0.3

-5.7

O3 cis

-1143.106357

-1142.692158

74.2

73.7

80.0

-21.0

b2 –y2 TS

-1143.089183

-1142.677304

113.2

113.0

111.4

5.2

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

NT

-1143.135444

O1
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b3 –y1 TS

-1143.077341

-1142.664643

146.4

145.5

149.2

-12.1

-1143.073154

-1142.664960

145.6

145.7

146.1

-2.1

-1143.072921

-1142.665078

145.3

146.0

147.4

-4.6

Cα H+ transfer
TS

Ring H+
transfer TS

Table S3.5 Relative energies of [AAPA+H]+ structures at the M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) level
of theory.
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Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

ΔEel+ZPE,0K
/kJ mol-1

ΔH298/ kJ
mol-1

ΔG298/ kJ
mol-1

ΔS298/ J
mol-1

NT

-1182.422840

-1181.976451

21.2

19.5

29.5

-33.4

O1

-1182.420839

-1181.978128

16.8

16.2

20.9

-15.7

O2

-1182.426232

-1181.984540

0

0

0

0

O3

-1182.411328

-1181.968338

42.5

40.4

50.9

-35.1

N1

-1182.379902

-1181.938145

121.8

124.0

116.3

25.8

N2_(R)

-1182.407196

-1181.964053

53.8

54.5

54.7

-0.7

N2_(S)

-1182.414605

-1181.969909

38.4

37.6

43.8

-20.7

N3

-1182.406844

-1181.963355

55.6

54.7

60.4

-19.0

NT cis

-1182.418993

-1181.976536

21.0

21.7

17.5

14.0

O1 cis

-1182.427719

-1181.985344

-2.1

-2.5

-2.6

0.2

O2 cis

-1182.435407

-1181.991597

-18.5

-22.4

-2.2

-67.6

O3 cis

-1182.409281

-1181.965788

49.2

49.3

51.3

-6.7

b2 –y2 TS

-1182.387812

-1181.946397

100.1

99.4

103.1

-12.4

b3 –y1 TS

-1182.392058

-1181.949580

91.8

90.6

97.8

-24.1

Cα H+
transfer TS

-1182.377862

-1181.940314

116.1

116.3

118.6

-7.8

Ring H+
transfer TS

-1182.385923

-1181.948390

94.9

95.1

98.0

-9.7

Table S3.6 Relative energies of [AAPipA+H]+ structures at the M06-2X/6-31+G (d,p)
level of theory.
119

ΔEel+ZPE,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1637.021841

58.0

59.0

53.2

19.4

-1637.618417

-1637.035240

22.8

20.8

31.8

-36.7

O2

-1637.623434

-1637.042428

4.0

3.6

5.1

-5.0

O3

-1637.625875

-1637.043936

0

0

0

0

O4

-1637.622846

-1637.040608

8.7

7.8

14.2

-21.5

O5

-1637.619947

-1637.037240

17.6

15.6

25.9

-34.5

N2_(R)

-1637.603469

-1637.020148

62.5

63.5

60.1

11.2

N2_(S)

-1637.598619

-1637.015070

75.8

75.9

78.0

-6.9

N3

-1637.593652

-1637.009704

89.9

89.6

96.5

-22.8

O1 cis

-1637.625361

-1637.042785

3.0

2.9

4.5

-5.7

O2 cis

-1637.624805

-1637.043186

2.0

1.6

3.6

-7.0

O3 cis

-1637.609295

-1637.025746

47.8

47.8

51.9

-14.0

O4 cis

-1637.626462

-1637.046087

-5.6

-6.4

-0.1

-20.9

O5 cis

-1637.622609

-1637.040230

9.7

7.5

20.0

-41.9

b2 –y4 TS

-1637.580461

-1636.998494

119.3

118.6

122.0

-11.5

b3 –y3 TS

-1637.571428

-1636.989329

143.4

142.4

148.3

-19.8

Cα H+ transfer
TS

-1637.570336

-1636.992233

135.7

134.8

141.9

-23.9

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

NT

-1637.604640

O1
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Ring H+
transfer TS

-1637.566196

-1636.988788

144.8

145.0

149.1

-13.5

Table S3.7 Relative energies of [AAPAAA+H]+ structures at the M06-2X/6-31+G (d,p)
level of theory.

121

ΔEel+ZPE,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1676.308427

4.8

2.7

13.5

-36.1

-1676.909295

-1676.297266

34.1

33.9

31.4

8.4

O2

-1676.917444

-1676.306289

10.4

10.9

6.6

14.2

O3

-1676.922266

-1676.310250

0

0

0

0

O4

-1676.916025

-1676.305017

13.7

13.5

9.5

13.4

O5

-1676.915217

-1676.302938

19.2

18.1

22.1

-13.4

N2_(R)

-1676.899321

-1676.286328

62.8

62.2

60.3

6.4

N2_(S)

-1676.905859

-1676.292056

47.8

48.3

46.0

7.9

N3

-1676.893818

-1676.280392

78.4

78.6

79.7

-3.5

O1 cis

-1676.926601

-1676.314439

-11.0

-10.9

-13.9

10.0

O2 cis

-1676.919153

-1676.308269

5.2

5.8

-1.9

26.1

O3 cis

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

O4 cis

-1676.919411

-1676.309306

2.5

2.7

1.2

4.8

O5 cis

-1676.919328

-1676.307256

7.9

6.3

14.1

-26.3

-1676.878467

-1676.267388

112.5

112.4

109.9

8.6

-1676.882504

-1676.271354

102.1

102.0

98.9

10.3

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

NT

-1676.924829

O1

b2-y4 TS

b3-y3 TS
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Cα H+
transfer TS

-1676.873021

-1676.265918

116.4

116.8

115.0

6.3

Ring H+
transfer TS

-1676.878793

-1676.271724

101.2

101.9

100.4

5.0

Table S3.8 Relative energies of [AAPipAAA+H] + at the M06-2X/6-31+G (d,p) level of
theory.

123

ΔEel+ZPE,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1390.241958

45.1

47.1

34.1

43.6

-1390.74216

-1390.245724

35.2

36.9

24.9

40.5

O2

-1390.75228

-1390.256559

6.8

7.2

1.9

17.9

O3

-1390.755591

-1390.259132

0

0

0

0

O4

-1390.736531

-1390.239235

52.2

51.0

52.4

-4.6

N2_(R)

-1390.733305

-1390.235877

61.1

61.8

56.2

18.5

N2_(S)

-1390.729595

-1390.231319

66.3

65.6

71.0

-0.3

N3

-1390.721766

-1390.22431

91.4

92.1

89.4

9.1

b2–y3
TS

-1390.710162

-1390.214843

109.5

109.1

108.7

19.3

b3–y2
TS

-1390.699433

-1390.202897

140.9

139.7

143.7

4.6

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

NT

-1390.738466

O1

Table S3.9 Selected structures from the [AAPAA+H]+ potential energy surface calculated
at the M06-2X/6-311++G(2d,p) level of the

124

ΔEel+ZPE,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1390.468327

30.0

30.8

27.7

10.6

-1390.962720

-1390.470419

24.5

25.1

23.4

5.5

O2

-1390.96978

-1390.478907

0

0

0

0

O3

-1390.970715

-1390.478373

3.7

3.1

10.0

-23.3

O4

-1390.955557

-1390.462395

45.6

43.8

51.2

-24.7

N2_(R)

-1390.948539

-1390.456021

62.4

63.0

60.5

8.2

N2_(S)

-1390.940504

-1390.44778

84.0

84.8

82.1

9.0

N3

-1390.934357

-1390.44154

100.4

101.0

102.5

-5.0

b2–y3 TS

-1390.928611

-1390.437615

110.7

110.5

110.7

-0.6

b3–y2 TS

-1390.918276

-1390.426787

139.1

138.5

143.7

-17.4

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

NT

-1390.960977

O1

Table S3.10 Selected structures from the [AAPAA+H]+ potential energy surface
calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory.
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ΔEel+ZPE,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1390.815391

28.4

29.3

24.5

15.8

-1391.308016

-1390.817206

23.6

24.3

21.1

10.6

O2

-1391.315944

-1390.826196

0

0

0

0

O3

-1391.315062

-1390.824146

5.4

4.9

10.3

-17.9

O4

-1391.300368

-1390.808538

46.4

44.5

51.8

-24.5

N2_(R)

-1391.294532

-1390.803493

59.6

60.3

57.6

9.2

N2_(S)

-1391.286095

-1390.79493

82.1

83.0

78.4

15.4

N3

-1391.280026

-1390.788917

97.9

98.8

96.5

7.5

b2–y3 TS

-1391.274761

-1390.785473

106.9

107.2

103.5

12.3

b3–y2 TS

-1391.26364

-1390.773871

137.4

137.1

140.3

-10.8

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

NT

-1391.306668

O1

Table S3.11 Selected structures from the [AAPAA+H]+ potential energy surface
calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,p) level of theory.
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ΔEel+ZPE,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1429.519723

30.8

31.1

29.0

6.8

-1430.047093

-1429.520632

28.4

29.7

23.9

19.5

O2

-1430.055671

-1429.530697

2.0

2.5

-1.4

13.2

O3

-1430.05747

-1429.531456

0

0

0

0

O4

-1430.040575

-1429.513975

45.9

44.9

47.9

-10.1

N2_(R)

-1430.042927

-1429.515775

41.2

41.3

41.0

1.1

N2_(S)

-1430.044458

-1429.516912

38.2

38.4

38.8

-1.1

N3

-1430.031406

-1429.504653

70.4

70.9

70.7

0.6

b2–y3 TS

-1430.016643

-1429.49198

103.6

100.6

115.1

-48.7

b3–y2 TS

-1430.019746

-1429.493841

98.8

97.8

101.4

-12.1

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

NT

-1430.048007

O1

Table S3.12 Selected structures from the [AAPipAA+H] + potential energy surface
calculated at the M06-2X/6-311++G(2d,p) level of theory.
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ΔEel+ZPE,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1429.750744

34.1

33.7

37.8

-13.6

-1430.276311

-1429.754758

23.5

23.9

23.3

2.1

O2

-1430.283847

-1429.763722

0

0

0

0

O3

-1430.283817

-1429.762600

2.9

1.9

9.9

-26.9

O4

-1430.267976

-1429.745580

47.6

45.5

56.8

-37.6

N2_(R)

-1430.265264

-1429.743149

54.0

53.7

58.1

-14.5

N2_(S)

-1430.267377

-1429.744837

49.6

49.4

54.6

-17.3

N3

-1430.254848

-1429.732984

80.7

80.7

85.1

-14.6

b2–y3 TS

-1430.245155

-1429.724942

101.8

100.9

106.4

-18.3

b3–y2 TS

-1430.246971

-1429.726526

97.7

96.8

101.2

-14.6

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

NT

-1430.273989

O1

Table S3.13 Selected structures from the [AAPipAA+H] + potential energy surface
calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory.
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ΔEel+ZPE,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1430.105357

33.5

33.3

35.8

-8.7

-1430.629499

-1430.109525

22.5

23.0

20.7

8.0

O2

-1430.636942

-1430.118111

0

0

0

0

O3

-1430.636055

-1430.116352

4.6

3.6

9.9

-21.1

O4

-1430.620774

-1430.099846

48.0

45.9

56.1

-34.3

N2_(R)

-1430.619241

-1430.098727

50.9

50.7

54.1

-11.2

N2_(S)

-1430.620697

-1430.09984

48.0

48.0

52.1

-13.9

N3

-1430.60858

-1430.088309

78.2

78.4

81.7

-11.2

b2–y3 TS

-1430.599132

-1430.080596

98.5

97.9

101.6

-12.5

b3–y2 TS

-1430.600229

-1430.081512

96.1

95.5

98.9

-11.6

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

NT

-1430.626924

O1

Table S14. Selected structures from the [AAPipAA+H] + potential energy surface
calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,p) level of theory.
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ΔEel+ZPE,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1389.876060

35.7

36.3

37.9

-5.5

-1390.385656

-1389.887041

6.9

6.0

13.0

-23.5

O2

-1390.378337

-1389.881506

21.4

22.1

18.8

11.1

O3

-1390.387504

-1389.889659

0

0

0

0

O4

-1390.380617

-1389.881017

22.7

21.5

31.1

-32.2

N2_(R)

-1390.337701

-1389.839074

132.8

135.0

124.1

36.4

N2_(S)

-1390.361061

-1389.863320

69.2

71.1

63.1

26.8

N3

-1390.366667

-1389.868458

55.7

57.5

49.9

25.4

N4

-1390.374733

-1389.87539

37.5

37.6

41.9

-14.4

b2–y3 TS

-1390.340128

-1389.842987

122.5

122.4

120.4

6.7

b3–y2 TS

-1390.334758

-1389.837132

137.9

137.9

138.3

-1.4

b4–y1 TS

-1390.351614

-1389.853524

94.9

93.6

101.4

-25.9

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

NT

-1390.375781

O1

Table S3.15 Selected structures from the [AA(D-Proline)AA+H]+ potential energy
surface calculated at the M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) level of theor
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ΔEel+ZPE,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1390.251078

35.3

35.9

37.0

-3.8

-1390.758677

-1390.261500

8.0

7.2

13.6

-21.5

O2

-1390.752902

-1390.257257

19.1

19.8

15.8

13.4

O3

-1390.761023

-1390.264538

0

0

0

0

O4

-1390.753470

-1390.255184

24.6

23.5

31.5

-27.1

N2_(R)

-1390.712953

-1390.215497

128.8

130.7

121.3

31.7

N2_(S)

-1390.735975

-1390.239522

65.7

67.7

57.6

33.9

N3

-1390.741286

-1390.243855

54.3

55.7

50.4

17.7

N4

-1390.748250

-1390.249970

38.2

38.5

41.0

-8.5

b2–y3 TS

-1390.714536

-1390.218138

121.8

121.2

122.5

-4.6

b3–y2 TS

-1390.70921711

-1390.213119

135.0

134.9

136.2

-4.2

b4–y1 TS

-1390.72639454

-1390.229854

91.1

89.7

97.9

-27.5

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

NT

-1390.749427

O1

Table S3.16 Selected structures from the [AA(D-Proline)AA+H]+ potential energy
surface calculated at the M06-2X/6-311++G(2d,p) level of theory.
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ΔEel+ZPE,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1390.469562

37.4

38.3

34.4

13.1

-1390.969926

-1390.477060

17.7

17.8

16.8

3.3

O2

-1390.970291

-1390.479103

12.4

13.3

7.1

20.6

O3

-1390.976333

-1390.483815

0

0

0

0

O4

-1390.9659848

-1390.472456

29.8

28.3

33.3

-13.6

N2_(R)

-1390.928159

-1390.435461

127.0

129.2

118.9

34.6

N2_(S)

-1390.951980

-1390.459674

63.4

65.6

55.9

32.7

N3

-1390.952894

-1390.460119

62.2

63.8

57.8

20.3

N4

-1390.955049

-1390.461401

58.8

59.2

61.6

-8.0

b2–y3 TS

-1390.927979

-1390.436295

124.8

124.7

122.9

6.0

b3–y2 TS

-1390.916698

-1390.425833

152.2

153.8

144.5

31.0

b4–y1 TS

-1390.9393531

-1390.447298

95.4

95.3

98.2

-9.6

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

NT

-1390.9637623

O1

Table S3.17 Selected structures from the [AA(D-Proline)AA+H]+ potential energy
surface calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory.
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ΔEel+ZPE,0K

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

/kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

-1390.815708

37.1

37.9

34.1

12.9

-1391.314231

-1390.822940

18.1

18.3

16.6

5.8

O2

-1391.315400

-1390.825667

11.0

11.9

5.2

22.6

O3

-1391.32089236

-1390.829838

0

0

0

0

O4

-1391.310147

-1390.818093

30.8

30.2

34.2

-13..2

N2_(R)

-1391.273875

-1390.782837

123.4

125.7

115.0

35.7

N2_(S)

-1391.297462

-1390.806702

60.7

63.0

53.0

33.6

N3

-1391.298241

-1390.807097

59.7

61.4

52.3

30.6

N4

-1391.299425

-1390.807371

59.0

59.4

61.5

-6.9

b2–y3 TS

-1391.273921

-1390.783948

120.5

120.6

117.1

11.6

b3–y2 TS

-1391.262374

-1390.773089

149.0

150.5

141.0

31.8

b4–y1 TS

-1391.27392071

-1390.783948

95.4

95.3

98.2

-9.6

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

NT

-1391.3084577

O1

Table S3.18 Selected structures from the [AA(D-Proline)AA+H]+ potential energy
surface calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,p) level of theory.
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ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298/

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J mol-1

238.7

240.5

174.5

218.3

-1389.823925

172.6

173.5

111.9

206.6

-1390.298366

-1389.803604

225.9

228.4

166.4

208.0

Neutral AA(D-Proline)
oxazolone + y2+

-1390.308946

-1389.813302

200.5

202.0

142.3

200.2

b4+ + A

-1390.327227

-1389.832550

149.9

150.9

96.9

181.3

Neutral AA(DProline)A oxazolone +
y1 +

-1390.275114

-1389.779980

288.0

289.1

230.5

196.4

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

ΔEel+ZPE,0/ kJ
mol-1

b2+ + (D-Proline)AA

-1390.293610

-1389.798745

Neutral AA oxazolone
+ y3 +

-1390.320550

b3+ + AA

Products

Table S3.19 Summary table of separated product energies of [AA(D-Proline)AA+H]+
calculated at the M06-2X/6-31+G (d,p) level of theory.
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4.1 Abstract
We characterize the primary fragmentation reactions of three isomeric lithiated D-hexose
sugars (glucose, galactose, and mannose) utilizing tandem mass spectrometry,
regiospecific labeling, and theory. We provide evidence that these three isomers populate
similar fragmentation pathways to produce the abundant cross-ring cleavage peaks (0,2A1
and

0,3

A1). These pathways are highly consistent with the prior literature (Hofmeister et

al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 113, 5964–5970, 1991, Bythell et al. J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom.
28, 688–703, 2017, Rabus et al. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 19, 25643–25652, 2017) and
the present labeling data. However, the structure-specific energetics and rate-determining
steps of these reactions differ as a function of precursor sugar and anomeric
configuration. The lowest energy water loss pathways involve loss of the anomeric
oxygen to furnish B1 ions. For glucose and galactose, the lithiated α-anomers generate
ketone structures at C2 in a concerted reaction involving a 1,2-migration of the C2-H to
the anomeric carbon (C1). In contrast, the β-anomers are predicted to form 1,3anhydroglucose/galactose B1 ion structures. Initiation of the water loss reactions from
each anomeric configuration requires distinct reactive conformers, resulting in different
product ion structures. Inversion of the stereochemistry at C2 has marked consequences.
Both lithiated mannose forms expel water to form 1,2-anhydromannose B1 ions with the
newly formed epoxide group above the ring. Additionally, provided water loss is not
instantaneous, the α-anomer can also isomerize to generate a ketone structure at C2 in a
concerted reaction involving a 1,2-migration of the C2-H to C1. This product is
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indistinguishable to that from α-glucose. The energetics and interplay of these pathways
are discussed.
4.2 Introduction
Carbohydrates play vital roles in biology but are often difficult to identify
confidently from these samples [1–5]. One of the most challenging aspects of biological
carbohydrate research is the need to distinguish between multiple isomeric structures [6–
17]. This has led to a proliferation of mass spectrometry-based methods aimed at
mitigating this problem [3, 6, 8–12, 18–30]. Complex polysaccharide carbohydrates are
formed from simple monosaccharide units in glycosylation reactions. Hexose (C 6H12O6)
monosaccharides are the main building blocks of complex carbohydrates [5]. In the
present article, we investigate the gas-phase fragmentation chemistry of three
hexopyranose monosaccharides common in living systems: glucose, galactose, and
mannose (Figure 4.1). Lithium cationization is utilized. These analytes differ only in the
stereochemistry of individual hydroxyl groups. However, these simple stereochemical
variations can have a profound impact on the chemistry in biological systems [31] and the
gas phase.
In the present article, we utilize tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) [32] and
regiospecific isotopic labeling [1–3, 16, 21, 23, 24, 33, 34], coupled with theory [1, 2, 34,
35], to elucidate the characteristic fragmentation chemistry of lithiated monosaccharide
analytes. The present manuscript is a follow-up to our [1, 2] and others’ [34, 35] recent
work on sodiated carbohydrate analytes (specifically requested by reviewers of the earlier
paper). While there is certainly a wealth of relevant experimental work on lithiated
137

carbohydrates (for example, [3, 12, 20, 25, 33]) and their fragmentation, there is little/no
theoretical data on the specific fragmentation chemistry of these analytes [35, 36]. An
analogous situation exists for theoretical data; a substantial number of studies on neutral
carbohydrate geometries [37–40], but data on lithiated forms is lacking. In the present
article, we investigate the primary, structurally useful, fragmentation pathways of
lithiated glucose, galactose, and mannose: water loss (primarily B1 ion formation) and
the cross-ring cleavage reactions producing the ,0,2A1 and 0,3 A1 ions. We provide evidence
for the key gas-phase structures, mechanisms, and energetics underlying these processes.
4.3 Experimental
The experimental work was done using an electrospray ionization MaXis plus
quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA). The analytes were
diluted to ~ 5 μM with acetonitrile/water/lithium chloride (50/50/0.1%) and then sprayed
at a flow rate of 3 μl min−1. Nitrogen was used as both nebulizing and drying gas. The
lithiated analytes were selected using the quadrupole followed by activation by collision
in the collision cell containing nitrogen. The resulting product ions and remaining
precursor ions were dispersed by the time-of-flight mass analyzer. Data was collected as
a function of collision energy. Exchange of the analyte hydroxyl protons for deuterons
was achieved by dissolving the analytes in deuterium oxide (D 2O) for 10 min at room
temperature, prior to further dilution in acetonitrile/D 2O/LiCl (50/50/0.1%) to a final
concentration of ~ 5 μM [3]. Deuterium oxide was purchased from Cambridge Isotopes
Laboratories, Inc. (Tewksbury, MA). Lithium chloride, HPLC-grade acetonitrile, and
H2O were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). regioselectively isotopically
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labeled monosaccharides were purchased from Cambridge Isotopes Laboratories, Inc.
(Tewksbury, MA).
4.4 Theoretical Methods
Density functional calculations of minima, transition states, product ions, and
neutrals were performed with the Gaussian 09 suite of programs[41] at the M06-2X/631+G(d,p) level of theory [42, 43]. Multiple conformers of each site of lithiation were
examined for each system by scanning the potential energy surface. An initial pool of
seed structures was generated using the molecular dynamics engine Fafoom [39, 40] via a
genetic algorithm utilizing the MMFF94 force field[44–48]. These structures were sorted
based on ring configuration and energy. Once a starting pool has been formed, the genetic
algorithm begins with new trial structures generated based on components (i.e., torsion
angles and ring configuration) of previous candidates/results. These trials are also
subjected to geometry optimization and added to the candidate pool. The neutral
structures were geometry optimized at the M06-2X/6-31G(d) level of theory in the
Gaussian 09 suite of programs [41]. Following removal of degenerate structures, the
optimized neutral candidate structures for each system were then lithiated utilizing a
coordinate sensitive script. This process was repeated for all potential sites of lithium
attachment. The resulting structures were optimized at the M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) level of
theory. Results of these calculations were then inspected. These structures were ranked
based on electronic energy after which the lowest energy, non-degenerate structures were
selected for vibrational analysis. Having characterized the low energy minima, multiple
transition structures (TSs) were sought. Minima were checked by vibrational analysis (all
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real frequencies) and TSs were also examined in this manner (one imaginary frequency).
The reaction pathway through each particular, energetically competitive TS was
determined by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations with up to 18 steps in each
direction. The terminating points of these calculations (one on product side, one on
reactant side) were then optimized further to determine the exact minima connected by
each specific transition structure. Estimates of the lithium affinities of the leaving groups
were determined as the difference between the zero-point energy-corrected M06-2X/631+G(d,p) total electronic energies (0 K) of the lithiated and neutral form plus Li+ at
infinite separation.
4.5 Results and Discussion
4.5.1 Experimental Findings
Lithiated glucose, galactose, and mannose analytes, [C6H12O6+7Li]+, populate similar
fragmentation pathways (Figure 4.2; for nomenclature, see Figure S4.1 [49]). They all
produce a water loss peak at m/z 169 which is consistent with the literature on metalcationized carbohydrate ions [1–3, 33, 34, 50, 51]. Lithiated analytes also produce peaks
resulting from cross-ring cleavages. Unlike recent work from Chen et al. on sodiated
glucose analytes[35], we observe two cross-ring cleavage peaks. Our accurate mass and
labeling data supports assignments of

0,2

A1, [C4H8O4+7Li]+ at m/z 127 and

0,3

A1,

[C3H6O3+7Li]+ at m/z 97 in all cases. The key difference between the three analyte
populations is manifested in relatively small changes in the relative critical energy
required to initiate fragmentation. The lithiated glucose and galactose epimers fragment
at lower collision energies than the mannose forms (Figure 4.2, Figure S4.2). In addition,
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the relative abundance of the peaks vary between the systems supporting either differing
product dimer-constituents [1, 2] or energetics in each case.
Experimentally, the most facile, useful, reactions for [glucose+7Li]+ are water loss from
the anomeric center (B1, m/z 169) and a low abundance cross-ring cleavage
This is followed by another cross-ring cleavage peak,
water molecules from the

0,2

0,3

0,2

A1 peak.

A1, then consecutive losses of

A1 ion (m/z 109 and 91, Figure 4.2a, m/z 111 and 91, Figure

S4.2a). We note that direct loss of Li+ also occurs, but this is of no structural benefit.
The lithiated galactose analytes require a similar degree of activation for fragmentation to
be experimentally observed. Both the degree of fragmentation as a function of collision
energy (reduced relative to glucose) and the nature of the primary fragments differ. For
[galactose+7Li]+, the primary fragments are

0,3

A1 and water loss (B1) from the anomeric

center (Figure 4.2b, Figure S4.2b), followed by the
energies. Similar to the glucose data, the

0,3

0,2

A1 peak at increased collision

A1 peak is more prevalent than the 0,2 A1 peak

at higher collision energies (Figures S4.3 and S4.4). Lithiated mannose is the least readily
fragmented analyte experimentally (Figure 4.2c, Figure S4.2c). Similar to glucose,
[mannose+Li]+ produces both the water loss (B1) and the
0,3

0,2

A1, [C4H8O4+Li]+ peaks. The

A1 ions are increasingly prevalent at higher collision energies (≥ 20 eV). However,

unlike for the glucose and galactose congeners, the

0,2

A1 ions are most prominent at

higher collision energies (Figure S4.5). In addition, myriad consecutive fragmentation
processes are also possible (water losses, C2H4O2 losses, etc.) at higher collision energies
along with a substantial decrease in detectable ion signal resulting from loss of Li + and/or
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inability to efficiently capture the low m/z products. This general finding though not the
exact product distribution also holds for the other monosaccharide analytes.
To distinguish the carbons and the hydrogen atoms contributing to fragment losses, we
performed

hydrogen-deuterium

exchange

of

the

hydroxyl

protons

forming

[C6H7D5O6+7Li]+ precursor ions. These analytes were then subjected to collisional
activation (Figure S4.2). Additional analyses of regiospecifically labeled ( 13C, 2D) forms
of our analytes were also performed. The key findings are the following: (1) support for
the 0,2A1 and

0,3

A1 peak assignments over the isomeric X0 ion possibilities (Tables S4.1–

S3, Figure S4.1) and (2) that losses are of D2O and not DOH to furnish the B1 ions at m/z
172, i.e., no loss of C-alpha protons. This is entirely consistent with the prior literature[1–
3, 33]. Data is provided in Figure S4.2 and Tables S4.1–S4.3 for the interested reader.
4.5.2 Energetics of Lithiated Minima
The lowest energy structures of glucose, galactose, and mannose are shown in Figure 3
and Figure S6. Our calculations indicate that the global minima of lithiated glucose are
skew conformations (OS2)[52] in which the Li+ is coordinated to the C3 and C6 hydroxyl
oxygens (Figure 4.3a, Figure S4.6a). This contradicts the earlier claims of Ni and coworkers who did not locate any skew conformations [34]. The GM structures advocated
by those authors have fewer oxygens coordinating the lithium cation and are 6.9 (α) and
17.7 (β) kJ mol−1 less energetically favorable based on our calculations. Skew
conformations appear to be characteristic of lithiated systems as these same authors found
them to be less competitive for sodiated glucose congeners [35]. Alternate low-energy
families of lithiated glucose structures formed are chair conformations ( 1C4 and 4C1)
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requiring at least 16 and 17 kJ mol−1 to populate (Figure S4.7). In contrast, the lowest
energy conformation of the lithiated β-galactose anomer is a chair structure (Figure
4.3.b). The [α-galactose+Li]+ analytes are also predicted to form chair conformations
(Figure S4.6b) as are both mannose anomeric forms (Figure 3c, Figure S6c).
4.5.3 Water Loss Pathways and B 1 Ion Formation
The water loss is initiated by proton transfer from one of the hydroxyl groups rather than
a Cα proton (Scheme 4.1, Figure 4.4). Additional experimental evidence for this proposal
is provided by our deuterated hydroxyl MS/MS experiments; loss of D 2O to produce the
m/z 172 peak holds across all analytes examined in the present study (Figure S4.2). Our
theoretical data predict that the lowest energy pathways to loss of water all include the
anomeric oxygen. However, the exact structural specifics of this reaction are predicted to
vary as a function of analyte type and anomeric configuration (Scheme 4.1, Scheme S4.1,
Figure 4.4, Tables 4.1-3, Tables S4.1–S4.3).
For all α-anomers, the water loss reaction is initiated by proton transfer to the anomeric
hydroxyl group from the C2 hydroxyl (Scheme 4.1). For the glucose and galactose forms
(Scheme 4.1a, Figure 4.1a, b), this proton transfer is accompanied by concerted transfer
of the Cα-H of C2 to the anomeric center (C1) and cleavage of the glycosidic bond. The
net result is formation of a ketone at C2 (B1 ion structures) and loss of water. Formation
of the lithiated ketone B1 ion structures from [α-glucose+Li]+ and [α-galactose+Li]+
requires at least 206 or 205 kJ mol−1 through an entropically favorable rate-limiting TS
(Figure 4.4, Tables S4.4 and S4.5). [α-Mannose+Li]+, in contrast, proceeds through a
zwitterionic oxacarbenium TS and intermediate (Scheme 4.1d, Figure 4.4c). The rate143

determining TS for the lowest energy lithiated 1,2-anhydromannose B1 ion formation
reaction from [α-mannose+Li]+ is substantially more energetically demanding
(≥ 234 kJ mol−1, Figure 4.4c, Table S4.6). This reaction initially forms a zwitterionic
species in which an oxacarbenium functionality is adjacent to the Li+ coordinated
hydroxide at carbon 2 (Scheme 4.1d). Nucleophilic attack of hydroxide into the
electropositive carbon 1 then forms the 1,2-anhydromannose B1 ion as the water
molecule departs. The alternate 1,2-H shift ketone-forming reaction is initially blocked
for [α-mannose+Li]+ by the change in stereochemistry at carbon 2 relative to α-glucose
and α-galactose. Consequently, a ketone product is not directly formable. However, it is
possible to form the ketone B1 ion from the dimer generated after cleavage of the
anomeric C1–OH2+ bond (Scheme 4.1d, Figure S4.8). In the dimer, the non-covalently
bound water molecule contains the hydroxyl group formerly at the anomeric center. The
barrier to the ketone-forming 1,2-H shift reaction within the dimer is lower (227 kJ mol−1,
Table S4.6, Figure S4.8) than the preceding C1–OH2+ bond cleavage barrier and is
entropically favorable (44 J K−1 mol−1). Thus, provided the water molecule is not
expelled immediately following C1–OH2+ bond cleavage, the ketone isomer is likely to
be competitive. Similar types of rearrangements in post-cleavage dimers have been
reported for peptides [53–57].
The β-anomers of lithiated glucose and galactose show distinct water loss pathways from
the α-forms. These reactions are initiated from skew structures which facilitate
nucleophilic attack by O3 into C1 with concerted transfer of the C3 hydroxyl proton to
the anomeric oxygen as the glycosidic bond is cleaved (Scheme 4.1, Figure 4.4d, e).
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Lithiated 1,3-anhydroglucose and 1,3-anhydrogalactose B1 ions are thus generated
through comparatively low-energy, but entropically poor, hindered [58, 59, 60, 61]
transition structures (Tables 4.1 and 4.2; Figure 4.4d, e). These mechanisms are similar to
those described previously by Chen et al. for sodiated glucose [35]. We note that
production of a 1,4-anhydrogalactose B1 ion might be expected from lithiated galactose.
This possibility was tested but our calculations predict a higher energy barrier. In
contrast, the [β-mannose+Li]+ precursors are predicted to expel water from the anomeric
center following proton transfer from the C2 hydroxyl group again producing a lithiated
1,2-anhydromannose B1 ion in the process (Figure 4.4, Scheme 4.1c). The lowest energy
form of this reaction requires at least 195 kJ mol−1 and is sterically hindered
(ΔS298K = −4.4 J K−1 mol−1, Table 4.3). An additional two, energetically more demanding
(~ 6–15 kJ mol−1), but entropically more favorable TSs of this type were also located.
These structures will become increasingly more competitive as the gas phase in
population becomes more energized [1, 58–62].
Our lowest energy calculated transition structures for both the α- and β-glucose analytes
differ from those previously proposed [34]. We also located those transition structures
[34], as well as many others not highlighted here (including non-anomeric oxygen
losses), but these are less competitive (higher relative energies) based on our data.
4.5.4 Cross-Ring Bond Cleavage Transition Structures: the An–Xm Pathways
Experimentally, all three analytes form both 0,2A1 and 0,3 A1 ions but with differing onsets
and propensities. Our calculations indicate that the mechanisms of formation of the

0,2

A1

ion for lithiated glucose and galactose are similar to those previously proposed for larger
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systems[1–3] (Scheme 4.2). The ring opening occurs simultaneously to proton transfer
from the anomeric hydroxyl group to the ring oxygen to form an aldehyde at C1 and a
hydroxyl group at C5 from the hemiacetal groups (Scheme 4.2, Scheme S4.2). The
barriers to ring opening vary with both anomeric configuration and specific
monosaccharide. For example, the α-glucose and α-galactose congeners have lower
barriers to ring opening than the β-forms, whereas for [mannose+Li]+, this situation is
reversed (Figure 4.5, Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, Tables S4.4–S4.6). Similarly, unlike the
larger sodiated systems investigated previously by our group [1, 2], the rate-determining
step for 0,2A1 ion formation is not universally the ring-opening TS. This again varies with
both anomeric configuration and specific monosaccharide (Figure4.5, Tables 4.1, 4.2, and
4.3, and Tables S4.4–S4.6). The second, potentially rate-limiting barrier to

0,2

A1 ion

formation is cleavage of the bond between C2 and C3. Concerted expulsion of 1,2ethene-diol occurs along with the carbon-carbon bond cleavage and proton transfers
(Scheme 4.2, Scheme S4.2, Figure S4.9 and S4.10), consistent with both the current
(Figure S4.2, Tables S4.1–S4.3) and earlier labeling data [1–3, 33–35]. For the
[mannose+Li]+ forms, both the rate-determining TSs require more energy to populate
than the glucose forms, consistent with the lower initial abundance of cross-ring cleavage
peaks for these analytes (Figure 4.2c). Additionally, the [mannose+Li]+ forms can expel
either a cis or a trans 1,2-ethene-diol with similar barriers (210–214 kJ mol−1), whereas
the other hexoses eliminate the cis form preferentially (Table 4.3, Table S4.6, Figure
S4.11).
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Formation of the 0,3 A1 ions is also predicted to begin with ring opening at the hemiacetal
(Scheme 4.3, Figure 4.6). Direct loss of C3H6O3 from this structure is energetically
unfavorable, so instead a further isomerization reaction occurs prior to cleavage of the
bond between C3 and C4. The isomerization involves an energetically demanding 1,2-H
shift by the Cα-H of C2 to C1 (Figure 4.6). The anomeric oxygen simultaneously
abstracts a proton from the C2 hydroxyl group to leave a ketone at C2. The resulting
isomer is the direct precursor for

0,3

A1 ion generation. The final covalent bond cleavage

stage of this reaction then involves a complex concerted reaction. Transfer of two
hydroxyl protons and concerted carbon-carbon bond cleavage (retro-aldol reaction [3])
results in generation of a lithium-bound dimer consisting of 2,3-dihydroxypropanal and
(Z)-prop-1-ene-1,2,3-triol. Despite the dimer partners being isomers (C3H6O3), our
calculations predict that the 2,3-dihydroxypropanal will dominantly retain the Li+ in
agreement with lithium affinity calculations, thereby producing the

0,3

A1 peak. This

agrees with the loss of C3H3D3O3 (HC(OD)=C(OD)–H2COD, Figure S2, Scheme S4.3) in
our deuterated hydroxyl labeling experiments and the other regiospecific labeling data
(Tables S4.1–S4.3). For larger sodiated systems, the analogous highly strained 1,2-H shift
was found to be the rate-limiting step to

0,3

A2 formation [2]. For the lithiated

monosaccharides discussed here, this is not uniformly the case. This makes broad
statements governing all analyte forms difficult. However, for all lithiated analytes, the
ring-open products are entropically favored over the pyranose ring forms. Consequently,
these reactions will be increasingly facile once ring opening has been achieved. In most
cases, the ring-opening TS is rate limiting enthalpically. Furthermore, even in those cases
in which a slightly higher barrier exists after ring opening along the reaction coordinate,
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the relatively low ΔS298K of the ring-opening TS likely limits [2, 58, 61, 62] the progress
of the reaction. Once ring opening is complete and sufficient energy is available for
subsequent degradation, the branching ratio between the

0,3

A1 and

0,2

A1 peaks is a

function of the relative entropic favorability of these two processes (and indirectly the
stability of the A1 ion products) so ΔG298K is the pertinent measure of the reaction
favorability.
4.6 Conclusions
There are broad similarities in the fragmentation chemistry of lithiated glucose, galactose,
and mannose, but also structural differences. There are also differences based on
anomeric configuration. For example, while all analytes expel a water molecule from the
anomeric center at low collision energies, the product ion structure differs between the αand β-forms for glucose and galactose (lithiated C2 ketones from the α-forms vs. 1,3anhydrohexose isomers from the β-forms). The dissociation chemistry of both mannose
forms is significantly affected by the hydroxyl stereochemistry at carbon 2, which results
in production of lithiated 1,2-anhydromannose from both precursor types. Additionally,
provided water loss is not instantaneous, the α-anomer can also isomerize to generate a
ketone structure at C2 through a concerted 1,2-migration of the of the C2-H to C1. The
resulting product is indistinguishable to that formed from [α-glucose+Li]+. All analytes
investigated form both

0,3

A1 and

0,2

A1 ions in mechanisms substantially (though not

necessarily solely) limited by the entropically relatively poor ring-opening transition
structures. The lowest energy A1 ion-forming mechanisms are consistent with those
advocated previously in the literature [2, 3, 33] and our own labeling data.
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Figure 4.1: The different monosaccharide systems in this study. (a) Glucose. (b)
Galactose. (c) Mannose. The anomeric center (carbon 1) configuration exists as a mixture
of the axial (α) and equatorial (β) forms.
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Figure 4.2: Example MS/MS spectra (Ecollisions, lab = 15 eV) of the isomeric lithiumcationized analytes. (a) Glucose. (b) Galactose. (c) Mannose.
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Figure 4.3: Global minima of the isomeric lithium-cationized analytes. (a) β-Glucose. (b)
β-Galactose. (c) β-Mannose. β-Glucose adopts a skew conformation (OS2) while the
galactose and mannose preferentially adopt chair conformations.
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Figure 3.4: Transition state structures for water loss from (a) [α-glucose+Li]+, (b) [αgalactose+Li]+, and (c) [α-mannose+Li]+, (d) [β-glucose+Li]+, (e) [β-galactose+Li]+, and
(f) [β-mannose+Li]+.
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Figure 4.5: Summarized energetics for 0,2 A1 ion formation: (a) [glucose+Li]+, (b)
[galactose+Li]+, and (c) [mannose+Li]+. TS1 = ring opening; TS2 = C2–C3 bond
cleavage.
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Figure 4.6: Summarized energetics for 0,3 A1 ion formation: (a) [glucose+Li]+, (b)
[galactose+Li]+, and (c) [mannose+Li]+. TS1 = ring opening; TS2 = 1,2-H transfer; TS3
= C3–C4 bond cleavage.
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Structures

Eel/H

Eel + ZPE/H

ΔEel + ZPE,0K

ΔH298

ΔG298

ΔS298

GM

− 694.353897

− 694.353897

0

0

0

0

H2O-loss TS

− 694.271475

− 694.071808

203.5

203.3

202.9

1.6

Ring opening

− 694.264314

− 694.065942

218.9

219.4

216.4

10.0

A1 formation TS

− 694.275278

− 694.078204

186.7

189.1

181.0

27.5

1,2-H Shift TS

− 694.267432

− 694.070725

206.3

208.0

199.7

28.2

− 694.280600

− 694.080930

179.6

182.6

172.6

34.3

[1,3Anhydroglucose+Li+
B1 + H2O

− 694.287213

− 694.089555

156.9

162.2

113.7

165.4

1,3-Anhydroglucose
+ H2O…Li+

− 694.242298

− 694.043536

277.7

281.5

228.4

181.1

A1 + C2H4O2

− 694.284397

− 694.088092

160.7

167.3

100.2

228.6

C4H8O4 + 0,2X0

− 694.224246

− 694.030379

312.3

321.9

241.9

272.7

0,3

A1 + C3H6O3

− 694.280697

− 694.085066

168.7

174.9

106.4

2333.3

C3H6O3 + 0,3X0

− 694.263866

− 694.068367

212.5

219.8

147.9

245.2

0,2

0,3

A1 formation TS

0,2

Table 4.1: Relative Energies of the Minima, Transition Structures, and Separated
Products of Lithiated Glucose (β-D-Glucopyranosyl) Calculated at the M06-2X/6-31+G
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(d,p) Level of Theory. GM Is the Global Minimum of Potential Energy Surface of [β-DGlucopyranosyl+Li]+.

Structures

Eel/H

Eel + ZPE/H

ΔEel + ZPE,0K

ΔH298

ΔG298

ΔS298

GM

− 694.357878

− 694.153378

0

0

0

0

H2O-loss TS

− 694.281041

− 694.080074

192.5

192.6

193.0

− 1.6

Ring opening

− 694.266263

− 694.067332

225.9

225.7

224.9

2.8

A1 formation TS

− 694.273891

− 694.076471

201.9

204.4

197.4

23.6

1,2-H Shift TS

− 694.284436

− 694.086410

175.8

177.9

172.6

18.1

− 694.288076

− 694.089261

168.3

171.8

159.7

41.0

[1,3Anhydrogalactose+L
i]+ B1 + H2O

− 694.303411

− 694.105085

126.8

131.3

84.7

158.8

1,3Anhydrogalactose +
H2O…Li+

− 694.245041

− 694.045950

282.1

285.4

233.0

178.6

A1 + C2H4O2

− 694.275405

− 694.079861

193.0

200.1

131.6

233.6

C4H8O4 + 0,2X0

− 694.234402

− 694.039973

297.7

306.4

229.8

260.9

0,3

− 694.266605

− 694.070993

216.3

223.7

151.8

245.0

0,2

0,3

A1 formation TS

0,2

A1 + C3H6O3
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C3H6O3 + 0,3X0

− 694.261718

− 694.065941

229.6

237.8

164.4

250.0

Table 4.2: Relative Energies of the Minima, Transition Structures, and Separated
Products of Lithiated Galactose (β-D-Galactopyranosyl) Calculated at the M06-2X/631+G(d,p) Level of Theory. GM Is the Global Minimum of Potential Energy Surface of
[β-D-Galactopyranosyl+Li]+
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Structures

Eel/H

Eel + ZPE/H

ΔEel + ZPE,0K/kJ
mol−1

ΔH298/kJ
mol−1

ΔG298/kJ
mol−1

ΔS298/J K−1
mol−1

GM

− 694.35913

− 694.15488

0

0

0

0

H2O-loss TS

− 694.27754

− 694.08061

195.0

194.0

195.2

− 4.4

Ring opening

− 694.27875

− 694.07947

198.0

197.3

195.9

5.0

A1 formation
TS (cis)

− 694.27415

− 694.07471

210.5

212.9

202.7

34.5

A1 formation
TS (trans)

− 694.27068

− 694.07325

214.3

217.4

207.0

35.4

1,2-H Shift TS

− 694.26743

− 694.07072

221.0

222.4

214.7

26.4

A1 formation
TS

− 694.28060

− 694.08093

194.2

197.0

187.5

32.5

H2O + B1: [1,2anhydromannos
e+Li]+

− 694.28030

− 694.08286

189.1

194.2

145.7

165.5

1,2Anhydromanno
se + H2O…Li+

− 694.27340

− 694.07339

214.0

216.1

168.0

164.1

0,2

A1 + C2H4O2

− 694.28439

− 694.08809

175.4

181.7

115.1

226.8

C4H8O4 + 0,2X0

− 694.25979

− 694.06395

238.7

245.5

175.8

237.5

0,3

A1 + C3H6O3

− 694.28069

− 694.08506

183.3

189.3

121.4

231.5

C3H6O3 + 0,3X0

− 694.26386

− 694.06836

227.2

234.3

162.8

234.4

0,2

0,2

0,3

Table 4.3: Relative Energies of the Minima, Transition Structures, and Separated
Products of Lithiated Mannose (β-D-Mannopyranosyl) Calculated at the M06-2X/631+G(d,p) Level Theory. GM Is the Global Minimum of Potential Energy Surface of βD-Mannopyranosyl
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Scheme 4.1: Predicted, lowest energy mechanisms for water loss (B 1 ion formation) from
the anomeric center of lithiated monosaccharides: (a) α-glucose and α-galactose anomers,
(b) β-glucose and β-galactose anomers, (c) β-mannose anomer, and (d) α-mannose
anomer.
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Scheme 4.2: Mechanism for ring opening followed by
lithiated glucose.
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0,2

A1 ion formation illustrated for

Scheme 4.3: Mechanism for ring opening followed by 1,2-H transfer then
formation illustrated for lithiated glucose.

0,3

A1 ion
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Figure S4.1: The carbohydrate nomenclature of Domon and Costello, illustrated for
glucose.
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Figure S4.2: MS/MS spectra (E collisions, lab = 20 eV) of the labeled isomeric lithium
cationized analytes (a) Glucose precursor ion [C6H7D5O6Li]+ where all the hydroxyl
hydrogens are exchanged for deuterons (b) Galactose [C6H7D5O6Li]+ is similar to (a),
(c) Mannose [C6H7D5O6Li]+ is similar to b).
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Figure S4.3: Breakdown graph for lithiated glucose [C6H12O6+7Li]+.
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Figure S4.4: Breakdown graph for lithiated galactose [C6H12O6+7Li]+.
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Figure S4.5: Breakdown graph for lithiated mannose [C6H12O6+7Li]+.
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Figure S4.6: Global minima of the isomeric lithuim cationized analytes (a) α-glucose, (b)
α-galactose, (c) α-mannose. α-glucose adopts a skew conformation (OS2) similarly to beta
ones. α-galactose & α-mannose are predicted to adopt chair conformations.
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Figure S4.7: Example, low energy chair conformations ((a) 1C4 and (b) 4C1) potentially
formed from [β-glucose+Li]+.
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Figure S4.8: [α-mannose+Li]+ transition structure for within-dimer isomerization to
generate a ketone structure at C2 in a concerted reaction involving a 1,2-migration of the
of the C2-H
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Figure S4.9: Transition state structures of (a)
formations for lithium-cationized glucose.
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Figure S4.10: Transition state structures of (a)
formations for lithium-cationized galactose.
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Figure S4.11:Lithium-cationized mannose transition state structures for 0,2A1 ionformation in which the neutral fragment is(a) cis-1,2-ethene-dioland (b)trans-1,2-ethenediol.
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Scheme S4.1: Predicted, lowest energy mechanisms for water loss (B1ion formation)
from the anomeric center of lithiated monosaccharides in which the hydroxyl protons
have been exchanged for deuterons: a) α-glucose and α-galactose anomers, b) β-glucose
and β-galactose anomers, c) β-mannose anomer, and d) α-mannoseanomer.
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Scheme S4.2: Generic mechanism for ring opening and then
illustrated for[glucose+Li]+labeled at the hydroxyl groups (β/α).
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Scheme S4.3: Generic mechanism for ring opening, 1,2-H shift and then
formation illustrated for[glucose+Li]+ labeled at the hydroxyl groups (β/α)
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5.1 Abstract
We investigate the gas-phase structures and fragmentation pathways of model
compounds of Anthracene-derivatives of the general formula C cHhN1 utilizing tandem
mass spectrometry and computational methods. We vary the substituent alkyl chain
length, composition, and degree of branching. We find substantial experimental and
theoretical differences between the linear and branched congeners in terms of
fragmentation thresholds, available pathways, and distribution of products. Our
calculations predict that the linear substituents initially isomerize to form lower energy
branched isomers prior to loss of the alkyl substituents as alkenes. The rate-determining
chemistry underlying these related processes is dominated by the ability to stabilize the
alkene-loss transition structures. This task is more effectively undertaken by branched
substituents. Consequently, analyte lability systematically increased with degree of
branching (linear < secondary < tertiary). The resulting anthracen-9-ylmethaniminium
ion generated from these alkene loss reactions undergoes rate-limiting proton transfer to
enable expulsion of either hydrogen cyanide or CNH. The combination of the differences
in primary fragmentation thresholds and degree of radical-based fragmentation processes
provide a potential means of distinguishing compounds that contain branched alkyl chain
substituents from those with linear ones.
5.2 Introduction
Chemical structure determines the behavior and function of a compound, which in turn
informs use and processing. A single stage of high resolution and high mass accuracy
mass spectrometry [1–6] enables confident characterization of the elemental
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compositions present (with uncertainties), [7] but not the specific structures. The
confidence in these assignments is finite, and varies based on instrument type,
experimental approach, and individual sample. [7] Consequently, tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS) [8] is subsequently employed to isolate a single component of the
sample, which is then activated and fragmented into ideally diagnostic charged pieces
which are detected. Based on the mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) of the detected charged
fragments, the precursor ion, and any other known chemical information or evidence,
structural assignments are inferred. [7, 9]
The simplest means of interpretation of tandem mass spectra is direct comparison
with spectra of known standards collected under the same experimental conditions. [10,
11] For many important classes of chemicals, libraries are currently either unavailable, or
are limited by the impracticality of synthesizing the enormous number of possibilities
necessary. Consequently, other algorithmic approaches have been developed as
alternative methods to identify some of these chemicals. [12–17] How effective these
approaches are is a function of the general quality of the models utilized, which in turn is
a function of the level of (sometimes indirect) knowledge of what the dissociation
chemistries at play produce and the amount and breadth of data available for comparison.
[7] Consequently, our ability to confidently identify a particular analyte is inherently
biased by what has gone before; meaning that as a field, mass spectrometric structural
identification methods are generally much more effective at identifying materials in areas
in which substantial experimental and informatics work has previously occurred.
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For example, in areas such as, the study of protonated species such as oils/petroleum, [2,
3, 18–33] weathered, [34–37] or partially decayed organic materials, [38–41] or even
synthetic degradation of large polyaromatic hydrocarbon materials, [42] tandem mass
spectral libraries are limited or non-existent and there are far too many potential
chemicals for widespread synthesis of standards to be practical. Researchers would
benefit from additional, complementary algorithmic and experimental methods to aid
compound identifications. At present, much of the literature on fundamentals is
concerned with IR spectroscopy and/or statistical modeling of radical cation analytes,
[43–51] or fixed charge “thermometer” ions [52–62], rather than protonated ones.
However,

recent

work from the Vala group examined protonated 1,2,3,4-

Tetrahydronapthalene with detailed electronic structure calculations of the many
isomerization pathways on the way to fragmentation of this cation [63]. The authors
spectroscopically characterized the precursor ions providing evidence for population of 2
sites of protonation. Additional theoretical evidence of feasible formation of a benzylium
ion, and the classically invoked tropylium C7H7+ structure via a series of 1,2-H-shifts was
provided from density functional calculations. Differential mobility data from the
Campbell and Hopkins groups [64] provided evidence of differing tautomeric populations
of protonated aniline as a function of conditions. These populations in turn produced
differing abundances for fragment ions. Tandem mass spectrometry of larger protonated
or radical cation analytes which include one or more alkyl substituents is commonly
applied [18, 19, 32, 34, 46, 47, 65, 66]. Typically, these studies are concerned with
identifying broad information on complex samples rather than specifics on individual
structures. Consequently, many of these spectra are from mixtures of precursor ions, so
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the provenance of “individual” fragment peaks is obscured. A better understanding of
which protonated precursors generated which fragments and the energetic dependence of
these processes would lead to more detailed and thus effective characterization.
One approach to improving our understanding of a chemical class is systematic
generation of model compounds which can then be analyzed with high resolution tandem
mass spectrometry experiments. Simultaneously, electronic structure calculations can be
utilized to help elucidate the key diagnostic fragmentation chemistries at play and provide
evidence in support of fragment identities. [65, 66] The present article describes our
targeted approach concerned with a class of derivatized polyaromatic hydrocarbon
analytes with the formula C cHhN1 (Scheme 5.1) analyzed by electrospray ionization
MS/MS and theory. Anthracene in addition to being a crude oil component [2, 3, 18–31,
33] has been implicated in fields as wide ranging as environmental chemistry [67–70]
and astrochemistry. [43, 44, 71] Here, we systematically alter the substituent chain length
and degree of branching to gain insight into the affect this has on the gas-phase ions in
terms of stability, dissociation mechanism, and energetics. This knowledge of leavinggroup effects [72, 73] provides a direct means of chemical classification for this class of
analyte which complements earlier work on related systems. [19, 32, 46, 47, 65, 66, 74]
The present, initial data are part of a much wider study, the results which will be
communicated in due course.
5.3 Experimental Methods
The acetonitrile, 9-anthracenecarboxaldehyde, amines, formic acid and deuterated
methanol (CH3OD) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company (St. Louis,
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USA). The anthracene derivatives (Scheme 1) were synthesized based on published
experimental procedures [75, 76], details of which are provided in the supporting
information.
Tandem mass spectrometric work was carried out using a MaXis plus electrospray timeof-flight mass spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA). The instrument configuration has a
hexapole then quadrupole followed by an enclosed hexapole collision cell pressurized
with dry nitrogen (~10 -2 mbar). Conditions are such that analyte ions experience multiple
collisions in each experiment. MS/MS spectra were obtained by quadrupole isolation of
the precursor ion followed by collision-induced-dissociation (CID) in the collision cell,
then product ion dispersion by the time-of-flight analyzer. For further analysis, pseudoMS3 experiments were performed for specific fragment ions (m/z 206, and m/z 179). In
this approach, the desired ions are generated in the source by adjusting the potential
difference between the two ion funnels located at the front of the instrument. The
fragment ions are then isolated in the quadrupole for CID followed by mass analysis.
Ionization was by electrospray with the samples infused into the instrument in ~5 µM
acetonitrile (100/0.1% formic acid) solutions at a flow rate of 3 µl min -1. For comparison
with the protonated analyte, [M+H]+, data, [M+D]+ cations were generated by diluting
each analyte in acetonitrile/CH3OD (50/50%) to a final concentration of ~5 µM, prior to
electrospray ionization. Data were collected as a function of collision energy. Breakdown
graphs expressing the relative fragment ion signals as a function of collision energy were
obtained for all protonated analytes. 60 spectra were averaged for each data point.
Nitrogen was used as nebulizing, drying, and collision gas.
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5.4 Theoretical Methods
Simulations were performed using Density Functional Theory. Geometry optimizations
of multiple candidate conformations were performed with the Gaussian 09 software [77]
package culminating in calculations at the M06-2X/6-311G(2d,2p) [78] level of theory.
The minima, transition structures and separated products of these analytes were
characterized. Initial explorative investigations were performed at the M06-2X/6-31G(d)
level of theory. Multiple transition structures (TSs) were calculated for each potential
fragmentation pathway. Minima and TSs were tested by vibrational analysis (all real
frequencies or 1 imaginary frequency, respectively). The potential energy surface
generated combined the zero-point energy correction (ZPE) to the electronic energy (E el,
0 K) for improved accuracy (ΔEel+ZPE,0K). The related, standard enthalpy (ΔH298K), Gibbs
free energy (ΔG298K), and entropy (ΔS298K) corrections to 298 K were also determined.
The reaction pathway through each TS was determined by intrinsic reaction coordinate
(IRC) calculations with up to 8 steps in each direction. The terminating points of these
calculations (one on product-side, one on reactant-side) were then optimized at the same
level of theory to determine which minima were connected to each TS.
5.5 Results and Discussion
Scheme 5.1 shows the family of Anthracene-derivatized imine analytes investigated here.
We systematically varied the alkyl chain length to enable an assessment of substituent
size effects on the protonated imine analytes MS/MS spectra. We then addressed whether
the degree of branching in the alkyl substituent has a noticeable effect on the MS/MS
spectra with secondary and tertiary alkyl substituents.
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5.5.1 Tandem Mass Spectra
All precursor ions with linear alkyl substituents initially produced a substantial peak at
m/z 206, [C15H12N]+, (Figure 5.1), that corresponds to loss of an alkene with concomitant
transfer of a proton. We found that the series of precursor ions with linear alkyl
substituents all behaved similarly, producing onsets of fragmentation at ~15 eV
(laboratory collision energy). Comparisons made at the collision energies necessary to
achieve 50% dissociation of the precursor peak (E 50%, Table 5.1) suggest a small increase
in E50% with alkyl chain length. However, crude normalization of this value for the
systematic change in the (3*number of atoms-6) degrees of freedom (E50%/DOF)
produced similar values with alkyl chain length. At higher collision energies, the
following general observations can be made: (1) Consecutive loss of 27 u (HCN or CNH)
generates the abundant peak at m/z 179, [C14H11]+; (2) Radical cations are increasingly
prevalent (m/z 205 and 178) resulting from either consecutive loss of hydrogen radicals
or higher energy, radical-based fragmentations of the precursor ion; (3) Production of
more highly conjugated species occurs via additional losses of hydrogen radicals or
hydrogen molecules (e.g., m/z 204, [C15H10]+); and (4) The extent of the latter two
radical-based processes was reduced as the alkyl side chain length increased (data not
shown).
The branched precursor ions (cyclohexyl and tertiary-butyl) are substantially
more labile than the linear alkyl imine substituted precursor ions (Figures 5.2 & 5.3,
Table 5.1). The trend in ease of fragmentation is thus: linear < secondary < tertiary alkyl
substituent (Table 5.1, Figures 5.1-5.3). i.e. The opposite of the E 50% values. The
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abundant alkene loss from the imine nitrogen substituent followed by consecutive loss of
27 u is consistent with the preceding linear congeners. However, the degree of radicalbased direct and/or consecutive processes are greatly reduced for the branched precursor
ions. These results provide a potential means of distinguishing compounds that contain
branched alkyl chain substituents from those with linear ones.
We also performed parallel experiments with deuterated precursor ions, [M+D] +. These
data (Figure S5.1-S5.3) show a systematic shift of 1u in both the precursor ions and the
major dissociation pathway product peaks (m/z 206 => m/z 207 and m/z 179 => m/z 180).
Consequently, these products all contain a single deuterium which any subsequent
mechanistic proposals will need to account for. Additionally, these analytes showed
highly similar dependencies on collision energy to the protonated congeners.
5.5.2 Pseudo-MS3 Mass Spectra
Pseudo-MS3 mass spectra we taken from each of the analytes to provide an assessment of
whether our consecutive fragmentation and common fragment hypotheses were plausible.
Following dissociation of each protonated precursor in the source we successively
isolated the m/z 206 and m/z 179 peaks and collisionally activated them. The resulting
pseudo-MS3 spectra of the m/z 206 population primarily produced the m/z 179 and 178
peaks in extremely similar abundances in all cases (Figure S5.4). Consistent with this
finding, the pseudo-MS3 spectra of the m/z 179 population overwhelmingly produced the
m/z 178 peak (loss of H•) followed by a low abundance m/z 152 peak (loss of C 2H3•) at
higher collision energies (Figure S5.5). Again, the data were extremely similar for the
each of the six analytes.
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5.5.3 Mechanisms of Loss of the Alkyl Substituents
We performed multiple series of calculations in order to identify the precursor ion
minima and major fragmentation pathways of each of the analytes. Experimentally, the
most facile degradation pathway was loss of the alkyl substituent as an alkene to produce
the anthracen-9-ylmethaniminium peak at m/z 206. For the linear alkyl chains, this
reaction could in principle proceed directly (Scheme 5.2a) or via a more complex process
of isomerization, followed by dissociation (Scheme 2b). Our electronic structure
calculations indicate that a small energetic preference (8-14 kJ mol-1) exists for the more
complex process in which the rate-determining step is isomerization of the linear alkyl
side chain to form a branched intermediate (Figure 5.4, Figure S6 & S7, Tables 5.2, S1S3). This mechanism is consistent with the deuterated, [M+D] +, spectra (Figure S1,
Scheme S1). Additionally, we performed RRKM calculations to provide a better
understanding of the relative competitiveness of these two pathways as a function of
energy and time (Figure S5.8). The RRKM calculations indicate that the rate-determining
step is always isomerization, prior to dissociation and that the larger alkyl chains
generally had lower rate constants than did the shorter ones. This result is much more
consistent with our E50% values than the degree of freedom scaled ones. This
rearrangement process involved both a 1,2-H-shift and a 1,2-N-shift, and required at least
263-270 kJ mol-1 to initiate (Scheme 5.2, Figure 5.4a, Figure S5.6 & S5.7, Tables 5.2,
S5.1-S5.3), depending on alkyl chain length. Dissociation of the branched intermediate
formed occurred by a concerted mechanism where the C-N bond cleavage and proton
abstraction accompany alkene formation (227-235 kJ mol-1). The competing, more direct
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process (Scheme 5.2a, Figure 5.4b, Figure S5.9) essentially involved this same reaction
type but produced higher energy transition structures (277-279 kJ mol-1) due to the
reduced charge stabilization of the transition structure available from the linear
substituents. This discovery prompted the logical examination of branched systems to test
whether this lowering of dissociation threshold in branched systems was general.
The branched analytes have no need to isomerize prior to cleaving the alkyl side-chain.
Consistent with this and the experimental data our calculations predict that less energy
was necessary to initiate fragmentation of the cyclohexyl and tertiary-butyl forms than
the analytes with linear alkyl chains. Generation and expulsion of cyclohexene and 2methylprop-1-ene respectively, from these systems occurs via similar mechanisms
(Scheme 5.3). The rate-limiting cyclohexene expulsion transition structure required at
least 235 kJ mol-1 (Figure 5.5a, Figure S5.10, Table 5.3) whereas the 2-methylprop-1ene expulsion required at least 199 kJ mol-1 to initiate (Figure 5.5b, Figure S5.11, Table
5.4). These barriers are distinct from the linear forms and each other reflecting the
systematic stabilization of the rate-limiting transition structures in the increasingly
branched analyte ions. The deuterated data (Figure S5.2, S5.3, and Scheme S5.2) and
RRKM calculations (Figure S5.12) are consistent with these mechanisms too.
5.5.4 Mechanisms of Consecutive loss of 27 u (HCN or NCH loss)
Each of the model systems investigated here generates the anthracen-9-ylmethaniminium
ion, [C15H12N]+ detected at m/z 206. This ion expels a 27 u fragment (HCN or CNH) to
form the abundant m/z 179, [C14H11]+ peak (Figure S5.4, Figures 5.1-5.3). A simple,
direct mechanism for this dissociation was not immediately clear. Our calculations
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(Scheme 5.4, Figure 5.6, Tables 5.2-5.4, S5.1-S5.3) support a HCN loss lowest energy
pathway in a multistep process beginning with rate-limiting proton (deuteron) transfer
from the protonated imine nitrogen to carbon 9 of the ring. This transfer requires at least
328-338 kJ mol-1 in order to occur (depending on from which precursor the anthracen-9ylmethaniminium ion was generated) and triggers delocalization of the positive charge
over the ring (Figures 5.6a, Figure S5.13). Note that a formal positive charge has been
drawn on the right hand side of the anthracene ring in Scheme 5.4 for the purpose of
mechanistic illustration. Overcoming a subsequent, trans-cis rotational barrier (294-304
kJ mol-1) places the remaining imine nitrogen proton in position for concerted transfer to
carbon 10 on the anthracene ring and loss of HCN (TSs 294-303 kJ mol-1, Scheme 5.4,
Figure 5.6a, Figure S5.13). This mechanism is entirely consistent with the [M+D] + data
(Figure S5.1-S5.3, Schemes S5.1-S5.3).
The alternate loss of the higher energy isomer CNH (55 kJ mol-1) was also investigated.
This process (Figure 5.6b) begins identically to the mechanism of loss of HCN and thus,
shares several structures (blue line, Figure 5.6b). Subsequent cleavage (red line, Figure
5.6b) of the imine to anthracene C-C bond in a twisting motion forms a proton bound
dimer in which the formerly Cα hydrogen of the imine group is left pointing at C1 of the
anthracene ring. Abstraction of this proton produces another dimer which then dissociates
to yield anthracene protonated at C1 and CNH. This entire pathway is limited by the
initial proton (deuteron) transfer transition structure to the ring, just like the HCN loss
pathway so both products types are possible. This proton transfer is highly energetically
demanding and thus rate-limiting as it removes the conjugation from the central
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anthracene ring.

Again the mechanism is entirely consistent with the [M+D] + data

(Figure S5.1-S5.3, Schemes S5.1-S5.3).
5.5.5 Other Fragmentation Processes
At higher collision energies radical cations were detected from the precursor ions with
linear alkyl substituents, and to a much smaller degree from the precursor ions with
branched substituents. Consistent with experiment, where available, direct formation of
these ions is predicted to be enthalpically unfavorable (≥354 kJ mol-1, Tables 5.2-5.4,
S5.1-S5.3) compared to the closed-shell alkene losses (≤270 kJ mol-1, section 3). These
pathways have higher, but more similar thresholds to the pathways for closed-shell,
consecutive loss of HCN or CNH (section 4), but are massively entropically disfavored
(ΔS298K= 17-29 J K-1 mol-1 versus >170 J K-1 mol-1) as they are competing with
consecutive processes. Alternate, consecutive formation processes to generate radical
cation species are significantly enthalpically unfavorable too (>500 kJ mol-1).
Consequently, none of these processes were investigated further.
5.6 Conclusion
Our combined experimental and computational evidence indicates that the degree of
branching of alkyl substituents is the key determining factor in their relative ease of
dissociation (linear < secondary < tertiary). The lowest energy degradation pathways
were common across compounds and involved loss of the branched alkyl substituent as
an alkene. Linear substituents preferentially isomerized to branched forms prior to this
loss. The chemistry underlying these related processes is dominated by the ability to
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stabilize the rate-determining transition structures, a task more effectively undertaken by
branched substituents. The m/z 206 anthracen-9-ylmethaniminium ion generated from
these alkene loss reactions undergoes rate-limiting proton transfer prior to expulsion of
hydrogen cyanide or CNH. Proposed mechanisms were consistent with the deuterated
analyte and pseudo-MS3 experimental findings. The combination of the differences in
primary fragmentation thresholds and degree of radical-based fragmentation processes
provide a potential means of distinguishing compounds that contain branched alkyl chain
substituents from those with linear ones.
In subsequent work we will expand these investigations to encompass a wider suite of
analytes with a more diverse range of substituents and also modes of ionization. This will
enable a broader understanding of C cHhN1 series including other functional groups (e.g.,
acridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen derivatives, other amines, etc.), isomeric species, and the
variation in their tandem mass spectra and fragmentation energetics.
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Scheme 5.1 Generic protonated imine model compound, [CcHhN1+H]+, investigated in
this study. R1 is a linear (C4H9, C5H11, C6H13, and C7H15) or branched alkyl group
(cyclohexane or tertiary-butyl).
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Scheme 5.2: Lowest energy mechanisms of but-1-ene loss illustrated for the analyte with
R1 = C4H9. a) Direct C-N bond cleavage of the alkyl chain to form C15H12N+, m/z 206, b)
isomerization of the alkyl chain, followed by C-N bond cleavage. The relative energies
(ΔEel+ZPE,0K (ΔG298K) in kJ mol–1) of the transition structures calculated at the
M06-2X/6-311G(2d,2p) level of theory are provided for illustration.
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Scheme 5.3 (a) Mechanism of loss of cyclohexene illustrated for the analyte with R1 =
cyclohexane, C6H11. Direct C-N bond cleavage produces C15H12N+, m/z 206. (b)
Mechanism of loss of 2-methylprop-1-ene by direct C-N bond cleavage to produce
C15H12N+, m/z 206. The relative energy (ΔEel+ZPE,0K (ΔG298K) in kJ mol–1) of the transition
structure calculated at the M06-2X/6-311G(2d,2p) level of theory is provided for
illustration.
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Scheme 5.4 Schematic representation of the mechanism of HCN loss from anthracen-9ylmethaniminium, forming [C14H11]+ , m/z 179. This reaction requires trans-cis rotation of
the imine proton to facilitate HCN loss. Note that the calculations predict that the charge
is delocalized in the final product.
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Theoretical
Onset
(kJ mol-1)

Substituent

Experimental
Onset (Ecoll)

C4H9

15 eV

270

26.8

C5H11

15 eV

265

29.9

123

24.1

C6H13

15 eV

263

30.5

132

23.1

C7H15

15 eV

266

31.9

141

22.6

Cyclohexane

5 eV

234

24.0

126

19.0

Tertiarybutyl

5 eV

199

15.4

114

13.5

E50%

DOF
114

E50%/DOF
23.5

Table 5.1 Experimental and theoretical thresholds of the precursor ions (anthracene ring
substituents listed in this study). Collision energies at 50% precursor ions survival (m/z)
and the degree of freedom (DOF) values are listed. E50%/DOF is 50% precursor ions
survival E50% divided by the DOF, normalized by multiplication by a factor of 100.
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Minima and TSs

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

ΔEel+ZPE,0K/
kJ mol-1

ΔH298/kJ
mol-1

ΔG298/kJ
mol-1

ΔS298 / J
K-1 mol-1

GM (singlet state)

-790.48633

-790.14038

0

0

0

0

Lowest energy triplet

-790.42713

-790.08367

148.9

149.8

147.0

9.6

Alkyl chain isomerization
TS1

-790.37506

-790.03770

269.6

272.9

262.7

34.7

Post isomerization alkene
loss TS2

-790.38888

-790.05170

232.8

236.3

224.3

41.0

Direct loss TS

-790.37191

-790.03435

278.4

281.0

270.6

35.6

C4H9• loss TS

-790.34333

-790.00548

354.2

356.5

348.2

28.4

Consecutive forming of m/z
205 TS

-790.27530

-789.94793

505.3

509.8

448.5

209.0

27 u loss Proton
Transfer TS

-790.34830

-790.01541

328.1

329.8

278.7

174.4

Trans-Cis Rotation TS

-790.36262

-790.02843

293.9

297.3

241.2

190.9

HCN Loss TS

-790.36011

-790.02854

293.6

297.1

243.1

183.7

ΔEel+ZPE,0K/

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298 /

Products Ions & Neutrals

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J K-1 mol-1

[C15H12N]+ + C4H8

-790.44192

-790.10095

103.5

103.6

53.5

171.0

[C15H11N]+• + C4H9•

-790.34183

-790.00756

348.7

353.8

292.1

210.2

[C15H11N] +• + H• + C4H8

-790.28155

-789.95529

485.9

494.2

406.2

299.9

[C14H11] + +HCN+ C4H8

-790.38657

-790.05394

226.9

233.2

132.3

343.8

[C14H11] + +CNH+ C4H8

-790.34879

323.1

329.5

227.2

348.6

-790.01768

Table 5.2 Relative energies of the minima, transition structures, and separated products of
alkyl chain substituent C4H9, calculated at the M06-2X/6-311G(2d,2p) level of theory.
GM is the global minimum of the potential energy surface of the alkyl chain substituent
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C4H9. Direct loss TS is the direct loss of the alkene transition state with no isomerization
that includes H transfers from 2C-1C.
ΔEel+ZPE,0K/

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298 /

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J K-1 mol-1

-867.52326

0

0

0

0

-867.849652

-867.468709

143.2

143.9

139.7

14.4

Cyclohexane loss TS

-867.809051

-867.433941

234.5

238.2

226.3

40.6

C6H11• loss TS

-867.767521

-867.39212

344.4

346.7

338.2

29.1

Consecutive forming of
m/z 205 TS

-867.693906

-867.328352

511.7

516.2

450.9

222.6

27 u loss Proton
Transfer TS

-867.766908

-867.395835

334.6

336.2

281.0

188.0

Trans-Cis Rotation TS

-867.781226

-867.408855

300.4

303.6

243.6

204.5

HCN Loss TS

-867.778717

-867.408969

300.1

303.4

245.5

197.3

ΔEel+ZPE,0K/

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298 /

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J K-1 mol-1

Minima and TSs

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

GM (singlet)

-867.907197

Lowest energy triplet

Products Ions & Neutrals

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

[C15H12N]+ + C6H10

-867.860473

-867.481871

108.7

110.5

55.6

187.2

[C15H11N]+• + C6H11•

-867.762635

-867.388801

353.0

356.4

294.4

211.2

[C15H11N]+• + H• + C6H10

-867.700157

-867.335716

492.4

500.5

408.5

313.4

[C14H11] + +HCN+ C6H10

-867.805171

-867.434369

233.4

239.5

134.6

357.4

202

[C14H11] + +CNH+ C6H10

-867.767390

-867.398103

328.6

335.8

229.50

362.2

Table 5.3 Relative energies of the minima, transition structures, and separated products of
branched substituent C6H11 (cyclohexane, [C21H22N]+), calculated at the M06-2X/6311G(2d,2p) level of theory. GM is the global minimum of the potential energy surface
of the branched substituent C6H11.

ΔEel+ZPE,0K/

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298 /

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J K-1 mol-1

-867.52326

0

0

0

0

-790.410426

-790.074464

199.3

202.9

189.6

45.2

27 u loss Proton
Transfer TS

-790.354477

-790.021697

337.9

339.5

286.0

182.3

Trans-Cis Rotation TS

-790.368795

-790.034717

303.7

306.9

248.6

198.9

HCN Loss TS

-790.366286

-790.034831

303.4

306.7

250.5

191.7

ΔEel+ZPE,0K/

ΔH298/

ΔG298/

ΔS298 /

Products Ions & Neutrals

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

J K-1 mol-1

[C15H12N]+ + C4H8

-790.448096

-790.107235

133.3

113.3

60.8

178.9

[C14H11] + +HCN+ C4H8

-790.392740

-790.060231

236.7

242.8

139.6

351.7

[C14H11] + +CNH+ C4H8

-790.354959

-790.023965

331.9

339.1

234.5

356.5

Minima and TSs

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

GM

-867.907197

2-methylprop-1-ene loss
TS

Table 5.4 Relative energies of the minima, transition structures, and separated products of
branched substituent C4H9 (tertiary-butyl, [C19H20N]+), calculated at the M06-2X/6-
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311G(2d,2p) level of theory. GM is the global minimum of the potential energy surface
of the branched substituent C4H9.

Figure 5.1 Example of MS/MS spectra of linear C 4H9 alkyl chain substituent [C19H20N]+,
m/z 262, at different laboratory collision energies: a) 15 eV, b) 25 eV, c) 30 eV.

204

Figure 5.2 Example of MS/MS spectra of cyclohexane substituent [C 21H22N]+, m/z 288,
at different laboratory collision energies: a) 15 eV, b) 25 eV, c) 30 eV.

205

Figure 5.3 Example of MS/MS spectra of tertiary butyl [C19H20N]+, m/z 262, at different
laboratory collision energies: a) 15 eV, b) 25 eV, c) 30 eV.

206

Figure 5.4 Minimum energy reaction pathway plots of the competing alkene loss
pathways (but-1-ene loss) from the C4H9 alkyl chain substituent [C19H20N]+, (a) Lowest
energy pathway of alkene loss in which the alkyl chain is isomerized to a branched butyl
substituent, followed by C-N bond cleavage and the production of the anthracen-9ylmethaniminium product ion. (b) Competing, higher energy, direct loss of but-1-ene to
form the same product ion.
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Figure 5.5 Minimum energy reaction pathway plots for loss of the respective alkenes
from the branched substituents: (a) Cyclohexene loss from the cyclohexane substituent of
[C21H22N]+, R1=C6H11. (b) Loss of 2-methylprop-1-ene from the tertiary-butyl
substituent of [C19H20N]+, R1=C4H9.
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Figure 5.6 Minimum energy reaction pathway plots for anthracen-9-ylmethaniminium ion
degradation: (a) Loss of HCN to form [C14H11]+, m/z 179.(b) Loss of CNH to form an
alternate [C14H11]+ isomer, m/z 179. The red line indicates where the two pathways
differ.
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Synthetic Methods

1 equivalent of aldehyde (1) was placed in a round bottom flask under an argon
atmosphere and was dissolved in absolute ethanol (5 ml/mmol). 3-5 equivalents of amine
(2) was added to the solution via a syringe. The reaction mixture was heated to reflux
until the reaction was complete as observed by 1H NMR spectroscopy, (CH=O to
CH=NR, typically 8-10 hours). The mixture was cooled to precipitate the product, which
was isolated by filtration. The crude product was recrystallized from ethanol to give the
pure imine. Note: 5 equivalents of amine were utilized for the short alkyl chains.
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Scheme S5.1: Mechanisms of but-1-ene loss illustrated for the analyte with R1 = C4H9 in
which the precursor ion is deuterated, m/z 263, [C19H19DN]+. a) Direct C-N bond
cleavage of the alkyl chain to form C15H11DN+, m/z 207, b) isomerization of the alkyl
chain, followed by C-N bond cleavage.
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Scheme S5.2: (a) Mechanism of loss of cyclohexene illustrated for the analyte with R1 =
cyclohexane, C6H11 in which the precursor ion is deuterated, m/z 289, [C21H21DN]+.
Direct C-N bond cleavage produces C15H11DN+, m/z 207. (b) Mechanism of loss of 2methylprop-1-ene by direct C-N bond cleavage to produce C15H11DN+, m/z 207, from the
deuterated tertiary-butyl precursor ion.
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Scheme S5.3: Schematic representation of the mechanism of HCN loss from deuterated
anthracen-9-ylmethaniminium, forming [C14H10D]+, m/z 180. This reaction requires
trans-cis rotation of the imine proton to facilitate HCN loss.
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Minima and TSs
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0

0

0
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5.3
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267.3

265.1

7.4

-829.695047

-829.329401

232.4

235.5

228.1

25.1

Direct loss TS

-829.678286

-829.311657

279.0

281.0

278.4

8.9

C5H11 • loss TS

-829.647748

-829.281783

357.4

359.6

354.6

17.1

-829.580784

-829.224425

508.0

511.8

455.6

191.5

-829.653786

-829.291908

330.8

331.8

285.7

156.9

Trans-Cis Rotation TS

-829.668104

-829.304928

296.6

299.2

248.3

173.4

HCN Loss TS

-829.665595

-829.305042
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299.0

250.2

166.2

Products Ions & Neutrals

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

ΔEel+ZPE,0K/
kJ mol-1

ΔH298/
kJ mol-1
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ΔS298 /
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[C15H12N]+ + C5H10

-829.747351
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-829.654268

-829.294176

324.9

331.4

234.2

331.1

Alkyl chain isomerization
TS1
Post isomerization alkene
loss TS2

Consecutive forming of
m/z 205 TS
27 u loss Proton
Transfer TS

Table S5.1: Relative energies of the minima, transition structures, and separated products
of alkyl chain substituent C5H11, calculated at the M06-2X/6-311G(2d,2p) level of theory.
GM is the global minimum of the potential energy surface of the alkyl chain substituent
C5H11. Direct loss TS is the direct loss of alkene transition state with no isomerization
which includes H transfers from 2C-1C.
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-868.892260

-868.508849

116.4

118.4

97.1

303.3

[C14H11]+ +HCN+C6H12

-868.997274

-868.607502

228.2

234.4

132.5

347.3

[C14H11] + +CNH+ C6H12

-868.959493

-868.571236

323.4

330.7

227.4

352.1

Alkyl chain isomerization
TS1
Post isomerization alkene
loss TS2

Consecutive forming of
m/z 205 TS
27 u loss Proton
Transfer TS

Table S5.2: Relative energies of the minima, transition structures, and separated products
of alkyl chain substituent C6H13, calculated at the M06-2X/6-311G(2d,2p) level of theory.
GM is the global minimum of the potential energy surface of the alkyl chain substituent
C6H13. Direct loss TS is the direct loss of alkene transition state with no isomerization
which includes H transfers from 2C-1C.
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Minima and TSs

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

ΔEel+ZPE,0K/
kJ mol-1

ΔH298/
kJ mol-1

ΔG298/
kJ mol-1

ΔS298 /
J K-1 mol-1

GM (singlet state)

-908.403068

-907.971542

0

0

0

0

Lowest energy triplet

-908.344117

-907.915225

147.9

148.6

146.0

9.1

-908.293247

-907.870163

266.2

269.1

261.7

25.1

-908.308710

-907.884959

227.3

230.0

225.9

14.0

Direct loss TS

-908.288889

-907.865142

279.4

281.7

274.1

25.8

C7H15 • loss TS

-908.257829

-907.833721

361.8

364.0

358.8

17.8

-633.093378

-632.874979

507.3

511.5

450.2

208.8

-908.264645

-907.845792

330.2

331.5

280.4

174.2

Trans-Cis Rotation TS

-908.278963

-907.858812

296.0

298.9

242.9

190.8

HCN Loss TS

-908.276454

-907.858926

295.7

298.7

244.8

183.6

Products Ions & Neutrals

Eel/H

Eel+ZPE/H

ΔEel+ZPE,0K/
kJ mol-1

ΔH298/
kJ mol-1

ΔG298/
kJ mol-1

ΔS298 /
J K-1 mol-1

[C15H12N]+ + C7H14

-908.358264

-907.931330

105.6

105.3

55.1

170.8

[C15H11N]+• + C7H15•

-908.257002

-907.835718

356.6

360.9

301.8

201.2

[C15H11N] +• + H• + C7H14

-908.197894

-907.785673

488.0

495.8

407.9

299.7

[C14H11] + +HCN + C7H14

-908.302908

-907.884326

229.0

234.8

134.0

343.6

[C14H11] + +CNH+ C7H14

-908.265127

-907.848060

324.2

331.1

228.8

348.4

Alkyl chain isomerization
TS1
Post isomerization alkene
loss TS2

Consecutive forming of
m/z 205 TS
27 u loss Proton
Transfer TS

Table S5.3: Relative energies of the minima, transition structures, and separated products
of alkyl chain substituent C7H15, calculated at the M06-2X/6-311G(2d,2p) level of theory.
GM is the global minimum of the potential energy surface of the alkyl chain substituent
C7H15. Direct loss TS is the direct loss of alkene transition state with no isomerization
which includes H transfers from 2C-1C.
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Figure S5.1: Example of MS/MS spectrum for deuterated linear alkyl chain substituent
R1 = C4H9, m/z 263, [C19H19DN]+ at different laboratory collision energies: a) 15 eV, b)
25 eV, c) 30 eV.
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Figure S5.2: Example of MS/MS spectrum for deuterated cyclohexane substituent
[C21H21DN]+, m/z 289, at different laboratory collision energies: a) 15 eV, b) 25 eV, c) 30
eV.
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Figure S5.3: Example of MS/MS spectrum for deuterated tertiary butyl [C19H19DN]+, m/z
263, at different laboratory collision energies: a) 15 eV, b) 25 eV, c) 30 eV.
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Figure S5.4: Example pseudo-MS3 spectra of m/z 206 [C15H12N]+ analytes, sourced from
[C20H22N]+, m/z 276 (the linear C5H11 alkyl substituent) and [C19H20N]+, m/z 262 (tertiary
buytl C4H9 alkyl substituent) precursors. a) m/z 276 => m/z 206 isolation; b) m/z 276 =>
m/z 206 isolation followed by 20 eV (laboratory frame) collisions; c) m/z 262 => m/z 206
isolation; d) m/z 262 => m/z 206 isolation followed by 20 eV (laboratory frame)
collisions. Results from the other m/z 206 pseudo MS3 spectra were extremely similar.
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Figure S5.5: Example pseudo-MS3 spectra of m/z 179 [C14H10]+ analytes, sourced from
[C20H22N]+, m/z 276 (the linear C5H11 alkyl substituent) and [C19H20N]+, m/z 262 (tertiary
buytl C4H9 alkyl substituent) precursors. a) m/z 276 => m/z 179 isolation; b) m/z 276 =>
m/z 179 isolation followed by 25 eV (laboratory frame) collisions; c) m/z 262 => m/z 179
isolation; d) m/z 262 => m/z 179 isolation followed by 25 eV (laboratory frame)
collisions. Results from the other m/z 179 pseudo MS3 spectra were extremely similar.
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Figure S5.6: Lowest energy transition structures and product dimers of but-1-ene loss
from the alkyl substituent. (a) Alkyl chain isomerization transition structure producing
branched butyl substituent, (b) branched butyl structure formed, (c) cleavage of the C-N
bond and concerted proton transfer transition structure, and d) product dimer of
anthracen-9-ylmethaniminium and but-1-ene. The red, dotted lines indicate bonds
breaking or forming. The structures were calculated at the M06-2X/6-311G(2d,2p) level
of the of theory.
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Figure S5.8: Lowest energy transition state structures of alkene loss from the alkyl
substituents (C5H11, C6H13, and C7H15). The left column structures (a), (c) and (e) are
alkyl chain isomerization transition states producing branched substituent. The right
column structures (b), (d) and (f) are C-N bond cleavage and subsequent concerted proton
transfer transition states. The red dotes indicates bonds breaking and forming. The
structures were calculated at the M06-2X/6-311G(2d,2p) level of theory.
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Figure S5.8: Comparison of RRKM plots (log10 of the RRKM unimolecular rate constant,
k (s-1) calculated as a function of available energy internal energy) of the alkene loss
pathways for the linear alkyl substituent analytes (C4H9, C5H11, C6H13, and C7H15).
Alkene loss pathways are: Alkyl chain isomerization (blue), followed by C-N bond
cleavage (green), versus direct C-N bond cleavage (red). (a) Loss of but-1-ene from
[C19H20N]+, R1 = C4H9, (b) loss of pent-1-ene from [C20H22N]+, R1 = C5H11, (c) loss of
hex-1-ene from [C21H24N]+, R1 = C6H13, (d) loss of hept-1-ene from [C22H26N]+, R1 =
C7H15.
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Figure S5.9: Direct alkene loss transition state structure, product dimer, and resulting
product from the alkyl chain substituent. (a) Direct cleavage of C-N bond and concerted
proton transfer transition state, (b) product dimer of but-1-ene loss from the alkyl
substituent, (c) resulting product of dimer of anthracen-9-ylmethaniminium. The red
dotes indicates bonds breaking and forming. The structures were calculated at the
M06-2X/6-311G(2d,2p) level of theory.
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Figure S5.10: Lowest energy transition structure of cyclohexane substituent, where C-N
bond cleavage occurs with subsequent concerted proton transfer, forming cyclohexene.
The red, dotted lines indicate bonds breaking or forming. The structures were calculated
at the M06-2X/6-311G(2d,2p) level of theory.
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Figure S5.11: Lowest energy transition structure of the tertiary-butyl substituent, where
C-N bond cleavage occurs with subsequent, concerted proton transfer, forming 2methylpropene. The red, dotted lines indicate bonds breaking or forming. The structures
were calculated at the M06-2X/6-311G(2d, 2p) level of theory.
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Figure S5.12: Comparison of RRKM plots (log10 of the RRKM unimolecular rate
constant, k (s-1) calculated as a function of available energy internal energy) of the alkene
loss pathways for the branched substituents, cyclohexane and tertiary butyl. (a) Loss of
cyclohexene from [C21H22N]+, R1 = C6H11, (b) loss of 2-methylprop-1-ene from the
[C19H20N]+, R1=C4H9.
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Figure S5.13: Transition states and product dimers structures of HCN loss from
anthracen-9-ylmethaniminium, forming [C14H11]+, m/z 179, (a) Proton transfer from the
N imine to anthracene carbon, (b) the resulting product, (c) trans-cis rotation transition
state,(d) the resulting product where the hydrogen on the N imine and the anthracene are
on the same plane, (e) C-C bond cleavage and HCN loss transition state, (f) the product
dimer of HCN and 9,10-dihydroantharcene. The red dotes indicates bonds breaking and
forming. The structures were calculated at the M06-2X/6-311G(2d,2p) level of theory.
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Figure S5.14: Global minima structures in the singlet state of alkyl chains anthracene ring
substituents (a) C4H9, b) C5H11, c) C6H13, and d) C7H15) calculated at M062X/6311G(2d,2p) level of theory.
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Figure S5.15: Global minima structures in the singlet state of a) cyclohexane and b)
tertiary-butyl ring substituents calculated at M062X/6-311G(2d,2p) level of theory.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
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6.1 Conclusions
Many complex molecules such as proteins, carbohydrates, and oils are constructed from
comparatively small and simple molecules. For example, some of the most complicated
carbohydrate systems are formed by repeating units of glucose or galactose. To gain
insight into the behavior of these large molecules, it is vital to understand how the smaller
“building block” molecules behave. I have examined a wide variety of such systems in
the gas-phase and investigated their controlled fragmentation. To achieve this goal, I
utilized tandem mass spectrometry, various types of isotopic labeling, and computational
chemistry methods.
In this thesis, I examined the fragmentation chemistry of multiple systems starting with
protonated peptide analytes, then hexopyranose monosaccharides, before concentrating
on putative building blocks of crude oil. The first two chapters are peptide-related:
Histidine-containing peptides, and analogous proline and pipecolic acid-containing
peptides. The objective of studying the protonated histidine containing peptides was to
examine the structure(s) of b2 ion, from which we potentially formed protonated
oxazolone, diketopiperazine, or lactam structures. My data provides evidence of which
structure occurs and why. For the protonated analogues proline and pipecolic acidcontaining peptides, I wanted to address the question of differing fragmentation
chemistry. Despite differing by only a single methylene group in the side-chain these
analytes produced markedly differing tandem mass spectra. This was a targeted
computational investigation after I was unconvinced by earlier authors’ explanations of
the experimental findings. My calculations indicate a switch in the transition structure
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stereochemistry (R vs. S protonation at the amide nitrogen) was the key difference
between the otherwise analogous systems.
I concurrently studied the fragmentation chemistry of lithiated hexopyranose
monosaccharides (glucose, galactose, and mannose) which are the most common in
living systems. I found the dissociation chemistries and resulting product ions were
similar for these analytes, but that the degree of dissociation and branching ratio of
products varied by system. Ring-opening at the anomeric center provided the ratedetermining step to generating the predominant

0,2

A1 and

0,3

A1 ions as this process was

both enthalpically and entropically demanding.
The last set of systems in this thesis are related to crude oils and represent the first of
several papers I will publish on this subject. I have investigated several classes of
derivatized polyaromatic hydrocarbon analytes with the formula CcHhN1. The fist model
compound series are imine, anthracene derivatives. With tandem MS, labeling, and
theory I demonstrate the most important pathways to their degradation and illustrate clear
leaving group effects: analyte lability systematically increased with degree of alkyl chain
branching (linear < secondary < tertiary). The primary reaction is loss of the entire imine
side-chain as an alkene. These substantial differences in primary fragmentation
thresholds provide a potential means of distinguishing compounds that contain branched
alkyl chain substituents from those with linear ones. Consecutive fragmentation of the
resulting anthracen-9-ylmethaniminium ion generated from these alkene loss reactions
requires rate-limiting proton (deuteron) transfer followed by expulsion of HCN or CNH.
In subsequent work we will expand these investigations to encompass a wider suite of
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analytes with a more diverse range of substituents (and also modes of ionization). This
will enable a broader understanding of C cHhN1 series including other functional groups
(e.g., acridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen derivatives, other amines, etc.), isomeric species,
and the variation in their tandem mass spectra and fragmentation energetics.
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